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POINT OF ORDER.

MR. MORAN: I rise again to a point
of order, and ask for another ruling.
Having seconded the motion for the
second readig of this Bill, am I entitled
to speak now on the original question of
the second reading?

THE SPEAKER:- No: not at this time.
Mn. MORAN: Not on the original

motion ?
THE: SPEAKtxER: No; not now. A divi-

Sion has just been taken on the question.
MR. MORAN. But I think the original

question is now before us.
TEE SPEAKER.: Oh, no.
MR. MORAN: But, sir, I never spoke

on the second reading of the Bill. I
seconded the amendment.

THE SPEAKER: A member who
seconds an amendment cannot speak on
the original question again. Neither the
person who proposes, nor the person who
seconds can again speak on the original
question.

QUESTION.
Question (that the Bill be now read a

second time) put, and passed on the
voices.

Bill read a second time; also, the con-
sideration in Committee made an order
for the next day.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 10-30 o'clock

until the next day.

X'egislatite Otcuuuzil,
Wednesday, 291h Norernber. 18.99.

Papers presented - 8ubiaeo Tnrwuys Bill, second
reading, ini Committee Constitution Acts Amend-
ment Bill, recommittal, reporte - Petition of
Federal League, motin to aprove (words struck
out), amendment moved (adjourned)- Adjourn-
Ment.

THE PRESIDENT took the Chiair at
4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRA.YERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
] y the CoLorNIXI SECRETARY: '.

Annual Report of Government Store-
keeper, 1899. z, Amendment of Sched-
ules 11 and 22 to regulations and
monthly return, under Goldfields At

Ordered to lie on the table.

SUBIACO TRAMWAYS BILL.
SECOND READING.

Tias COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
0.Randell) in moving the second read-

ing, said: This Bill has been introduced
in consequence of an aragement baring
been entered into between the Subiaco
Municipal Council and the Tramway
Company. I have satisfied myself that
the Subiaco Council are entirely in accord
with the.Bill. This tranline will traverse
Broome Road, which is the continuation
of Hay Street, and 2Rokeby Road, which
crosses and goes down by the railway
line; the line then proceeding along
Hammersley Road to the gates of Perth
Park. This arrangement is desired by
the Municipal Council in the interests of
Snbiaeo, and by the Tramway Company
in the interests of that company. I
believe it will be a most desirable line,
although it will affect prejudicially the
omnibuses which are now running along
that road; but the omnibuses will no
doubt find somie other sphere for their
operations. I believe the Bill will secure
the approval of the 'House, therefore I
need say no more than move the second
reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a. second time.

IN COMMITTEE.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported with out amendment, and
the report adopted.

[COUNCIL.] 8vbioco Trammays Bill.
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CONSTITUTION ACTS AMIENDMENT
BILL.

On motion by the COLoNIA. SFcEE-
TAfly, Bill recommitted for amendment
of certain clauses.

IN COMMITTEE.

Clause 6-Legislative Council to con-
sist of 30 members:

HoN. J. W. HACKETT: The first
amendment he had to submit would meet
with the assent of a large majority of
members. It would be remembered that
at a previous sitting the Committee
struck out the word " thirt y," which was
in the Bill as received from another place,
and inserted " twenty-four." He now
moved that " twenty-four " be struck out
and " thirty " reinserted. Arguments on
the point had already been put fully
before the Committee, which had agreed to
exclude Guildford and Midland Junction
from the East province, and to include
these in the Metropolitan province. He
had assented to that, in the expectation
that " thirty " would at a later period be
reinstated in lieu of the amendment for
"1twenty-four," thereby providing ten
provinces instead of eight; because,
otherwise, it would be clear that on all
groimds Guildford and Midland Junction
should be in the East province. The
Metropolitan province was enoimousk v
unwieldy at present; therefore, if we
were to have only eight provines, the
Metropolitan province could not afford to
take in any more districts under its wing.
He would urge this point also-that it
was impossible the enormous dispropor-
tion in die number of electors in some
of the provinces should continue. Mr.
Briggs informed him that the Metropoli-
tan province at present contained 8,400
electors, and this substantiated the argu-
ment that it was impossible to put Guild-
ford and Midland Junction into that
province. That mighitbe considered with
another province also ably represented in
this House. but whose representatives
wvere -worthy of a larger constituency; and
it might be advisable at a later date to
give them an opportunity* of seeking a
larger constituency. At present, how-
ever, it seemed there was no intention to
distulrb the provinces. He believed the
number of electors in that province
amounted to 163, and he left members to
imagine bow many of those 163 were

residents in the province for which they
voted. He was not making anl attack
now upon any province, but simply urging
that we should take a more liberal view.
Really the only way out of the difficulty
was to sub-divide the two more populous
provinces, namely, the Goldfields and the
Metropolitan, and the more he looked
into the question the more he was satis-
fled that hon. members who voted under
a misconception last time would see that
what lie suggested was the only way out
of the difficulty. He would have been
willing to see the nmbrcer of members
in this House retained at 24; for a
House consisting of that number would
be a good business, workable House.
But no proposal had been made to
disfranchise two c'r three provinces
or to distribute hon. members among
other provinces. The proposal which comn-
mended itself elsewhere was to increase
the number of provinces, and be put it
to the Committee that unless we were to
disfranchise the North altogether, that
was the only way out of the difficulty.
We might have taken three members
from the North and have given them to
other provinces, but this House dlid not
seem to approve of that, and mnother
place certainly did not. The one possible
alternative was to increase the number of
provinces. Even so, these two new pro-
vinces would be much larger than anry of
the other provinces with regard to the
number of electors, except ])erhaps Fre-
mantle. Therefore, on the grounds of
clear reason and common sense, as well as
justice, lie ventured to hope thle amuend-
ment he proposed would be carried
unanimously.

HoN. F. M. STONE: What argu-
ments Mr. Hackett had advanced for our
altering the decision of the Committee
he could not see. The lion, member had
talked about diisfrancliising the North,
and perhaps did so to make the Corn-
mittee vote in favour of the amendment
proposed; but the bon, member would be
the last one of the House to propose an
amendment to disfranchise the Northern
portion of the colony; so that argument
could go for nothing. As to adducing
any further arguments in favour of our
going back upon tile decision wve ]iad
already arrived at, Mr. Hackett had said
the Metropolitan province contained a
large number of electors; but should we
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not find the same circumstances in the
not far distant future? How about the
population increasing in the suburbs of
the Metropolis? Were we to be continu-
ally ad~ding to the number of members of
this House in consequence of the increase
in the number of electorsP He did not
think for one moment the House would
entertain such a proposal. It was
unfortunate that we were obliged to
add Guildford to the Metropolitan
province, but there was no way out
of the difficulty. That was no reason
why we should alter the decision
fixing the number of members of the
House at 24, and he hoped members who
voted with him for the reduction from 30
to 24 would adhere to the decision.

Tux COLONIAL SECRETARY: To
put himself right with the Oinmittee, if
he had been wrong, he desired to Say that
the action be took was intended only to
carry out the wishes of the Committee.
No division took place upon this clause
when the amendment was moved; and
he had all along felt that the Metro-
politan and goldfields provinces were
altogether too populous in comparison
with other provinces. At the same
time he felt with Mr. Hackett that 24
members were enough for the House, but
it seemed impossible for us to re-arrange
the provinces, and in his opinion an
increase in the number of members
was the only alternative. He did not
propose to vote on this question, which
was the keynote of other amlendments
which the hon. member doubtless would
move, if lie carried this. If this were
carried, he should feel at liberty to vote
upon the others if he thought fit, but, as
he had Said, he did not thindk it his duty
to vote upon this, having taken the part
he did in providing, as lie thought, to
carry out the unanimous wish of the
Committee.

HON. U. E. DEMPSTER: It seemed
somewhat inconsistent, lbut, on calmn
reflection, he had made up his mind to
support Mr. Hackett in the amendment
which he had brought forward, because
he saw plainly it was desirable, in order
to give general satisfaction, that the
number of memobers of the Council should
be thirty. He had been under the
impression that twenty-four, members
would be a more workable number than
thirty, but afterwards certain difficulties

had been pointed out to him which showed
that he had done wrong in voting as he
did on a, former occasion. The alterations
which had to be made in the boundaries
caused difficulties, and unless there were
thirty members these difficulties could not
be overcome.

HON. H. J. SAUND)ERS: As one of
the members of the Metropolitan province
he entered his protest against Guildford,
South Perth and Subiaco being included
in the Metropolitan province. At present
the Metropolitan province was the largest
in the colony, therefore he would vote
with M.Nr. Hackett, to increase the number
of members from twenty-four to thirty.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: As one who voted
for twenty-four members, it was right
that he should explain why be had changed
his mind, and intended to vote for the
amendment. It was our duty to bring
our best knowledge to the councils of the
country; and, when he bad voted on a
former occasion, he had a very imperfect
knowledge of the number of voters on the
different rolls. At the present time,
according to the rolls made up to October,
the number of voters for the Eastern
province was 1,587, and if that number
were added to the Metropolitan province,
which now contained 8,421 voters, the
number of electors -would be excessive.
For that reason he would vote for the
amendment.

HoN. F. WHITOOMBE: It was
rather interesting to hear, after the
various statements which had been made
during the debate on the Constitution
Bill, that the Council was supposed to
represent the interests of the country,
that hon. members should now talk about
the number of electors. It was more
interesting to hear a member represent-
ing the Eastern province expressing his
willingness to be disfranchised when his
chief complaint on a former occasion was
that if Guildford and Midland Junction
wei-e retained in the Eastern province
that province would be disfranchised.
We did not know why hon. members had
changed their minds, perhatps it would
not be wise to ask.

HoN. A. G. JENKINS: Some people
were so obstinate that they would not see
things in the right light.

HoN. F. WHITCOM,%BE said hie
intended to vote that the number of mem-
bers of the Council should be twenity-four.
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How. S. J. HAYNES: No reason had
been shown to make him change his mind
since he opposed the increase of members
from twenty-four to thirty on a previous
occasion. Twenty-four members was a,
reasonable representation for the whole
of the colony, and six additional members
would merefy give three more represen-
tatives to the goldfields and three to
other interests, so that the balance of
power would be 'just the same as now,
therefore he would oppose Mr. Hackett's
amendment. He recognised that if Guild-
ford and Midland Junction were added
to the Metropolitan province it would be
made a very large one indeed, but the Gov-
ernment might devise some means of
altering the boundaries of provinces to
avoid this.

Amendment (thirty members) put,
and a division taken with the following
results:

Ayes
Noes

.. .. 12

Majority for
AYS.

HOn. Hf. Briggs
Hon. 15. U. urges
Hon. D. K. Congdon~
Ho,,. C. E. Dempster
Hon. J. W. Hackett
Hon. A. G. Jenkins
Hon. W. T. Loton
Hon. A. P. Matheson,
Hon. E. McLarty
Hon. C. A. Please
lion. W. Spencer
Ron. J. H. Saunders

(Teller).

...
Noss.

Iron. r. T. Crowder

Ho.. AMe ayHo.. . Rchrdson
Ho.. P. whitsosibe
Ron. F. M. Stone

(Taller).

Amendment thus passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

.Clause 6-Colony divided into electoral
provinces:

How. J. W. HACKETT moved that
all words after " into," in line I to the
end of the clause, be struck out, in order
that the clause be restored to the form
originally printed in the Bifl.

Amendment put and passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

Clause 8--Members to retire period-
ically; times for issue and return of

HoN. J. W. HACKETT moved that
the following words be added to Sub-
clause 1

In the cae of the first members for the
South province and the Metropolitan-Subur-
ban province, the member who pols the
lowest number of votes Shall vacate his seat
on the twenty-first day of May, 1002, and the
member who polls the next lowest number of

votes shall vacaite his seat on the twenty-first
day of May, 1904, and the third member shall
vacate his seat on the twenty-first day of May,
1906.
These words had been struck out by the
Committee, and lbe wished them to be
restored.

HoN. A. G. JENKINS: With regard
to the creation of the two new provinces,
the present members might desire a clause
to be inserted in the Bill allowing them
to elect for which province they would
sit, and he thought it would be only fair
to permit a clause to that effect to be
inserted. He did not know whether that
would be constitutional, but he believed
so. As at present proposed, members
might, under this distribution, be sitting
for a province in which they wpuld have
no interest.

Amendment put and passed.
HON. J. W. HACKETT moved that

after the word "province," in line 2 of
Sub-clause 4, there be inserted the words:
" or in the case of the first member for a
new province the seat of a retiring mem-
ber." These words had been struck out,
and it was desirable to restore them.

Amendment put and passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

Clause 27-Issue of writs in cases of
vacancy :

THE: COLONIAL SECRETARY
moved that the following, to stand as
Sub-clause 5, be added:

Whenever a vacancy occurs by reason of
any of the disqualifications hereinafter men-
tioned in Section 28, paragraph 6, and Section
as, paragraph 2, it Shall be thme duty of the
Registrar in Bankruptcy forthwith to give
notice thereof in writing to the President or
the Speaker, as the eaue may he, if within the
colony, and otherwise to the Governor; and on

rcit of such notice the President or Speaker,
astemae may be, if within the colony, or

otherwise the Governor, Shall forthwith issue
a writ for the election of a member to fill the
vacancy.
This obviated the necessity for ainy
member to rise in his place and move
that a seat be declared vacant. The
Registrar would give notice to the Presi-
dent, Speaker, or Governor, as the case
might be, and a writ would be issued.
The only difference between this and the
amendment he moved the other night
was that Clause 35 was altered by adding
these words. Be had to move afterwards
an amendment of Clause 28 and an
amendment of Clause 35; so that this
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amendment of Clause 27 would be really
consequential on those amendments.
This: brought our Constitution Act into
le with that proposed in the Federal

Bill.
HON. H. LnKrN: That was no recoin-

niendation.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:

Members were not, he thought, opposed
to all the clauses of the Federal Bill.

HON. R. G. BinGEs: Yes.
HON. F. M. STONE: This proposal,

with the other proposals to be made by
the Oolonial Secretary, would place the
position thus: Where a person was an
uindischarged bankrupt, or a debtor whose
estate bore a subsisting receiving order
in bankru ptcy, such person would be
altogether disqualified from sitting or from
being elected a, member until he got his
discharge from bankruptcy, or the receiv-
ing order was set aside. Then there was
a further provision that if a person took
the benefit, whether by assignment, com-
position, or otherwise, of any law relating
to bankrupts or insolvent debtors, he
became disqualified, and his seat would
thereupon become vacant, so that it would
not be necessary for this House to declare
the seat vacant. Provision was made in
Clause 27 now Under consideration that
in the event of a vacancy occurrin
through the disqualifications mentioned
mn Clause 28 and in Clause 35, the
seat would thereupon become vacant,
The Registrar of the Supreme Court
would report to the President or Speaker,
and thereupon a writ would be issued.
Should the debtor meantime get his dis-
charge from bankruptcy, or get the
receiving order set aside, be could be
re-elected as a membher.

Amendment put and passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

Clause 28-Disqualification for mem-
bership of either House:

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
moved that Sub-clause 5 be struck out,
and the following be inserted in lieu
thereof: -"Be an undisebarged bankrupt,
or a debtor against whose estate there
is a subsisting receiving order in bank-
ruptcy or"

Amendment put and passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

Clause 36-Seats in Parliament vacated
in certain cases :

TaE COLONIAL SECRETA.RY
moved that the following be inserted, to
stand as Sub-clause 2: " Takes the bene-
fit whether by assignment, composition,
or otherwise of any law relating to bank-
rupt or insolvent debtors.'

Amendment put and passed, and the
clause as amended agreed to.

Bill reported with further amendments,
and the report adopted.

PETITION OF" FEDERAL LEAGUE.
MOTION TO APPROVE (WORDS STRUCK

OUT)- -AMIENDMIENTS.

Debate resumed from 23rd November,
on question raised by Hon. A. P.
Matheson for approving of petition of
Federal League; that question having
been amended at the instance of Hon. F.
Whitoombe, by striking out all words
after " that," with a view of substituting
these words : "at the present juncture it
is not desirable to submit the question of
federation to the electors of this colony."
Question: That the words proposed to
be inserted be inserted:

HON. J. W. HACKETT (South-West):
I desire to give way to the Colonial Sec-
retary, who I believe has an amendment
to mxove which will come prior to any-
thing I have to say.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
(Hon. G. Randell): I have to move an
amendment on the amendment moved by
Mr. W hiteombe, in the following terms:

(That) in the opinion of this House it is
desirable that the Commonwealth Bill as
amended at the Conference of Premiers, and
the Commonwealth Dill (as amended at the
Conference of Premiers) with the amendments
suggested by the Joint Seet Committee of
both Houses of Parliament, should be both
referred to the vote of the electors, and that
the flecessalry legislation be introduced as
early as possible.

I feel, in addressing myself to the amend-
mnent, that the whole question will be
raised: but I do not propose to give

Iany lengthy remarks on the subject, as
Ithe question has been so fully discussed
in the newspapers, in the Joiut Select
Committee, and in Parliament on different
occasions. Mr. Burges the other night
gave a lengthy elucidation of the merits
of the Bill, and his views on the subject.
I also would like to refe- to a speech
whicha was' delivered in another place by
the leader of the Government, and which

[COUNCIL.] Federal League.
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1 think was one of the ablest and best
deliverances made on this important
subject. It would be entirely wrong
on my part to detain the Rfouse for
any considerable length of time to go
into the merits of the case, because every
member has studied the vast amount of
literature which has been issued on this
subject. for and against. We have had
men who have ably put their case in
favour of the Bill going to the people,
and our joining federation immediately
as an original State; on the other hand,
we have had quite as able men who have
put the opposite case very clearly -and
caref ully before the electors and members
of both Houses; and if I were at this
moment to express my opinion on the
subject I should say the evidence taken
by the select conmiittee. and the deliver-
ances made by persons who have a great
stake in this country and whose interests
in it are undoubted, go a long way to
prove that it is desirable for us at pre-
sent to remain outside the federation.
Although I say that, I have to move an
amendment which commits us to sending
t6e Bill to the people.

HON. *R. G. BURGES: You do not
believe in it, though.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. member is entitled to his own opinion,
as other members are entitled to theirs,
and I hope every member will receive fair
play in dealing with the question, willI
listen to the arguments advanced, and
see if those arguments will change their
opinions, although I have not much hope
in that direction. The minds of members
are necessarily made up; bon. members
have considered the question from their
point of view, and we should give credit
to those who differ front a majority in

the House, and I believe a majority in
the colony, who are opposed to our enter-
ing the federation unless we get the con-
cessions which are demanded or asked for
in the report of the select committee. I
need only refer to the evidence given
before the select committee - although
to a large extent the evidence on both
sides embraced opinions -to show that
in the opinion of unbiassed and unpre-
judiced men the balance of the e.vidence
is entirely against our Joining the federa-
tion at once pniless we get the concessions
mentioned in the report of the* select
committee. There are four points raised

by the select committee which it is
desired we should obtain concessions in
regard to from the other colonies, and
having obtained those concessions the
select committee recommend that we
should join the federation. These points
are: the division of the colony into
electorates, railway communication with
the eastern colonies, a continuation of the
customs duties for five years, and a
modification of the powers of the Inter-
State Commission insofar as that body
affects our railway freights and our
dealings with industries of this colony.
There are other matters within the four
corners of the Federal Bill to which some
of us take serious objection, but some of
us who were members of the select comn-
mittee waived our objections inasmuch as
wve desired to present a moderate case to
the other colonies; and one of the strong
advocates of federation from the other
colonies (Mr. Walker), who addressed
himself to the people of the colony in
different parts, and who is anxious that
we should join the federation, has said
that the requests made by the select
committee are of the mo~st moderate
character; he even went so far as to say
that he thought they should be conceded.
I mention this because I think that some
importance should be attached to Mr.
Walker's expressions in the Press and
otherwise when he was in this colony a
short time ago.

HOWj. S. W. HACKETT: Re abused us
when he went baCk.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: Mr.
Walker said, and I remember this per-
fectly well, " Your demands are very
moderate indeed, and I am almost sur-
prised at the amount of moderation used
in this matter."

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: Then he went
home and did otherwise.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Perhaps, like sonic hon. members, he has
been iniSreported in the Press, and we
should believe what hie said here until
we know otherwise. I object strongly
to what occurs in the Bill in various direc-
tions. I have counted up, and I think
there are no less than 33 places in which
the phrase appears " until the Parlia-
ment otherwise provides." In some
places this is quite right: I do not con-
demn the use of the words in every ease,
for I do not see how the matter could
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have been arranged otherwise. But there
are many instances in which these words
occur, and they involve serious considera-
tion, as there may be danger to the
colony. We should carefully consider
some of these phrases, and the select
committee would have done so had it not
been that we desired the report of the
select committee to be as moderate as
possible, because the select committee
did not wish to influence the electors one
way or the other on that score. I object
strongly to the whittling away, if I may
use an Americanism, of thie appeals.
Important cases may crop uip in this
colony or other colonies.

HON. J. W. HACKETT: Appeals to the
Privy Council.

THE COLONIA-L SECRETART-. Yes.
There is an evident desire to create in
Australia a High Court of Appeal, and I
do not know that it is not a laudable
desire; but on reading over the clauses
of the Bill I find to a, very large extent,
I think, it abolishes appeals to the Privy
Council, the highest Court of the British
Empire, a. Court which I believe is
respected by everyone who has the
interests of the Empire at heart, and in
which unlimited confidence is, placed, fromt
its long legal training and high position.
I think, therefore, in that respect the
framers of the Federal Bill have done
injustice to these colonies. Then I
believe the Queen's prerogative is to some
extent affected and reduced to a minimum,
and to my mind that is another blot in
the Bill. And there is a provision
whereby this may become more intensi-
fied, if the Parliament desire. Evidently
there is an indication on the part of the
framers of this Bill of their intention to
-if I may use a. vulgar phirase-cut'the
painter between Australia and the old
country. As one who feels that the Aus-
tralian colonies owe nearly all they
possess to the generous action of thre
Home Government, to whom an immense
amoutnt of gratitude is due, I think
this is to be deprecated. The lands
of which we have been put into posses-
sion are lands which have been given
to us by the Government of England.
They have been won by their industry,
their self-sacrifice and self-denials, and
the British Government have gener-
ously handed over to these colonies
the Government of this great estate of

Australia. However, that is by the way.
I do not know that, when I began I
intended to move in that direction. I
will therefore now, in fulfilment of the
promise which I made at the beginning
which speech, confine myself to matters

wihlie more especially before us. The
hon. member has moved that it is not
desirable at this juncture to remit the
Bill to the people. When we look at
that question we have to regard it from
two sides. I think, as I said before, that
there is a majority in the colony who
will vote against our joining the federa-
tion, leaving out the goldfields, in respect
of which I do not think there is very
much that is unreasonable in the position
they have taken up. What I mean to
say is that, looking at things from their
point of view, leaving out of considera.-
tion other interests which are involved in
this country joining federation, and bear-
ing in mind the intense desire which the
goldfields seem to have to secure a slight
decrease in the cost of living, we cannot
altogether wonder at the position they
have taken up.

HEON. F. T. CROWnER: Federation will
not decrease the Cost Of living. -

Tu COLONIAL SECRETARY;- I
q Uito agtcee with the hon. member that
it will be infinitesimal. However, that is
the feeling prevailing. There may be
other feelings existing on the goldfields,
and I believe there are, but it is not my
duty at the present moment to express
them or to refer to them. I can only say
I think that the goldfields, considering
the sacrifices madle by this colony-and
I am prepared to substantiate the state-
ment to a, very considerable extent if it is
challenged-

flex. A. P. MA&THESON:- Mention some.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: I

do not propose to do so now. No doubt
the lion. member will challenge the state-
mnent, and he will have an opportunity of
replying. But I think that, considering
all the sacrifices this colony has made,
and that the colony has 'given them
railway communication~

HoN. A. P. MATunsoN: They have
paid for that themselves.
* Hot;. A. G. JENKINS: The goldfields

* rilways are paying the interest on all
the other lines.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
lUnless, the other people of the colony had

(CO-UNCIL-] Couditiong of Federation.
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been willing, the goldfields could never
have obtained railways, and I think that
fact entitles us to th consideration of
residents on the goldfields. I am not
disposed to think that the whole of the
people living on the goldfields are mnsen-
sible to the efforts of the Government,
the Legislature, and the people of the
other parts of the colony. I believe that
a large number of them are satisfied that,
we have done the best we possibiy
could under the circumstances. We have
involved ourfselves in an immense debt,'
and to a very large extent for the
development of the gold mines of this
colony, and for the welfare and progress
of the mine-owners and the miners. I
know the hon. member said the goldfields
paid for it, but that can be disproved at
any time. Division of the colony into
electorates is the first amendment that
has been proposed b ' the Select Com-
mittee of both Houses of Parliament.
From the very first I felt that to makeI
Western Australia one electorate for
the members who are to represent thisI
colony in the Senate would probably
throw the power into the hands either
of the goldfields or of hei Metro-
politan and Fremantle districts. That
opinion has been expressed b y others
besides myself, and I do not see how we
are to get away from it. We have had a
precedent in this case in the action of the
members of the Convention with regard
to Queensland. Apparently they very
readily conceded to Queensland the divi-
sion of Queensland into districts, with the
object of getting her into federation. It
has been said that our circumstances are
entirely different from those of Queens-
land. I do not think I need say I con1-
sider they are very analagous to those of
Queensland. We have a very large
country,- consisting of a million square
miles of territory, I believe, and larger
even than Queensland herself. Our in-
terests are to some extent divided, and
we have, I think, a disaffected population
in some parts. Those are conditions which
I believe prevail in Queensland, and when
we find that in Queensland federation was
carried by people who voted in one par-
ticular part of the colony in opposition to
others in another part of the colony, I
think we may take that to a, considerable
extent as a discount upon the vote taken
in Queensland. And I think I may say

here that the majorities in Queensland
and New South Wales were of so meagre
a nature as to make us consider our posi-
tion and pause. I think every one will
admit that it will be better for this colony
to be divided into electorates-say, three
or six: I think six, but I forget just at the
moment.

HON. J. W. HACKETT: Six members.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: That

will give two for each of three divisions,
and in my opinion it must be admitted
by everybody who has thought over the
question that this is most desirable in the
interests of the colony. We want the
colony to be represented. in its varied
interests, and if, as the result of voting
as one electorate, the Western Australian
members of the Senate are elected by one
district, they can only represent one
particular interest in the colony. I think
there is room to fear that may possibly
be the result of our voting as one elec-
torate. I do not think I need say very
much more upon that, for it seems to me
so self-evident. I admit there is just a
little set-off the other side, but inasmuch
as we have the example of Queensland, I
think that argument is destroyed to a
considerable extent. It is this, that if
the members are elected by districts they
will not be representatives of Ihe colony
as a whole. But I think I havwe only to
mention that argument to bring a refuta-
tion to the minds of hoil. members. The
members will be represenrtatives of the
colony, although they may represent
different districts in it; and to avoid the
danger that would arise by having them
elected by one par-ticular constituency or
one particular part of the colony, we
should insist upon having this amnend-
ment made. I pass to the second recomn-
mendation of the select committee, and
that is in relation to railway comnrnica-
tion with the Eastern Colonies. I do
not hold the strong opinions that some
people entertain with regard to this, but
at the same time I admit it is very
essential in certain cases which may arise
sooner or later in the history of this
colony. I am sorry to have to go over
the ground which has been gone over
before by many hon. members and by
others who have written and spoken on
this question, but I do not see how the
inland defence of this colony is to be
undertaken except we have railway com-
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munication with the Eastern colonies. I
will not go into the question very
minutely, but my own feeling about the
*matter is that while an intercolonial
railway would to a certain extent ad-
minister to the prestige of this part of
Australia, and would probably cause
the mails to be landed at Fremnantle
and sent overland, saving some three
days, I believe, between this and Mel-
bourne, at the same time the journey
is a long one. Before going on, I may
mention that when people come here from
different parts of the world to see our
goldfields they will probably continue
their journey to the other colonies by
railway if they wish to do so, whereas if
they had no opportunity of doing so, they
would content themselves by visiting
Fremantle or Albany. Firemantle will be
the port of call in the f uture. I am,
however, near- my friend here, and I hope
he will not take exception to my remarks,
but, as Mr. Richardson said the other
night, the inevitable must come. After
the large expenditure which has taken
place there, we must, if possible, make
Fremantle the port of call for the mail
steamers. I have no doubt about that
fact, and even supposing the Orient and
P. & 0. steamers do not call at Fremnantle,
I feel sure we shall in some other way
get a service. I think people on board
those steamers which call at Fremantle
will not travel overland for the sake of
saving one or two days, but doubtless the
railway would in other respects be a great
benefit to tile country.

HON. J. W. HACKETT: There would
be the passengers from Sydney to
Western Australia as well as the passen -
gers. to England, and they would avoid a
sea journey.

TEnE COLONIAL SECRETARY: On
account of sickness, to some little extent
possibly. But expressing my own feel-
ings, I do not think I should care to leave
a well appointed steamer for the sake of
having an overland journey from Cool-
gardie to) somie town in the Eastern
colonies. However, I think that for
defence purposes and for some other
reasons-possibly for stock purposes-
it may be desirable to have this railway
built. At any rate, I take it the Select
Committee felt it to be a very import-
ant point, that we should insist upon
having this railway guaranteed to us

beyond the possibility of any colony
standing between us and the consum-
mation of our wishes and desires in tis
respect. I consider that is only a prudent
and right course for this House to take,
because it will be easily seen, I think,
that after we have joined the federation,
we shall to a large extent have sacrificed
our independence and our power to pro-
cure these things. Therefore, in the
ordinary common prudence of business
life we should secure them before we join.
The next point is the continuance of
the customs duties for five years, and I
think this is one of the most essential
questions the Committee have raised, and
we should insist on not joining until we
get this amendment. It has been proved
that the slidinig scale was adopted under
a iiapprehenson, and scarcely anyone at
the Conference undlerstood what would be
the ultimate result of it. I believe that
the sliding scale in relation to the corn
laws in England many years ago produced
great evils, permitting men to speculate
in corn and other things, and so influence
the market in their own interests and
oppress consumers. I remember many
years ago speaking to a well known
politicianu in this colony who was very well
up in mercantile affatirs, and in my inno-
cence and youth I suggested this to him,
but he pointed out to me distinctly the
danger that would arise from having a
sliding scale of duties upon our impor-
tations. I[ think that to give up our
duties on products from the Eastern
colonies means almost giving up ourlife.
It mneans the stoppage of our develop-
inent, the stoppage of the progress of our
industries andadvancement of agriculture,
and many other difficulties which I need
hardly mention. After the efforts which
have been uiade, and the inducements
held out to settlers by the Government
and others to come h ere and take up land,
it is our duty to (d0 the utmnost we
possibly can to protect those settlers in
their enterprises, and by our laws and
our customis duties see that they receive
a fair amount of protection in the indus-
tries we have asked them to take up,
which they have come in considerable
numbers to do. Then it interferes with
our manufactures. As has already been
stated very clearly and explicitly, it would
have a most disastrous effect upon the
incipient manufactures of this colony. 1
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believe that very many persons who
visited the recent exhibition were sur-
prised at the numbher of manufactures
represented, the great value of some of
them, and the tendency there is to
increase. In increasing manufactures
and the agricultural industry we are
increasing our population, and increasing
the ability which the colony has of bearing
the duties imposed on us. To remit these
duties would be disastrous to the colony,
and would throw us back for years.

How. R. G-. BunoEs: Shut its up
altogether.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
do not think that would be the result, but
the effect would be very injurious indeed,
and it would take us years to recover.
As we desire that the colony should pro-
gress, that population should increase,
and that the industries which have been
established should be encouraged, I think
we should insist on the third recommend-
ation of the Joint Committee. The sliding
scale I have already referred to, anid
everybody seems to have given that up,
even those gentlemen supporting federa-
tion, I was going to say at any price, but
I do not like that expression. I like to
credit people with honourable motives,
and theme are some people who have
ambitions which they may be desirous
of showing in the Federal Parliament,
and who may have good prospects of
being elected to it; but I like to give
the benefit of honourable motives to all
who are seeking to obtain federation
with the Eastern colonies. The last item
is the Inter-State Commission, and the
effect of the powers given to the Inter-
State Commission on this colony would
be something similar to the abolition
of the customs duties. The Inter-
State Commission will prevent the
railway department giving concessions,
and why should we lose the control
of the rates on the railways. I find
recently that in the United States of
America, where the Inter-State Conmmis-
sion has been in existence -for soe
considerable time, that there is dissatis-
faction existing as to the actions of the
Inter-State Commission, and there the
Legislature are considering whether the
whole matter should not be reconsidered
sand rearranged with a view to the
interests and advantages of the State
belonging to the union being pre-

served. I think we should look to
America for an object lesson in this
direction; we may be able to derive from
that country the knowledge that the
Inter-state Commission, which has been
so lauded by many, has certain dangers
which we ought to avoid. It would be
unfortunate in this country to have a
body of this kind who would interfere
with our arrangements and prevent us
giving bonuses or a preference to
industries for the purpose of increasing
the industries and the population of the
country. These are the four points
raised by the Select Committee, and the
object has been not to overstate their
case, not to create difficulties which may
prevent the othier colonies from accepting
our proposals. The proposals have been
made reasonable so that the Govern-
ments of the other colonies may see their
way to accede to our wishes and desires.
From what I have heard recently, theme
is some prospect that if we are faithful
to the trust committed to us, and
insist on the amendments, they will be
conceded. I can hardly conceive, as has
been stated by a gentlemian from another
colony, that the Commonwealth Bill will
pass through the House of Commons in
the state it is at present. I object in the
strongest possible words to the terms
used by that gentleman when he was
here, and it seems to be exceedingly
out of place for one politician from
another colony to use such expressions
to politicians here, and to the leader
of the Government. I am glad that
exception has been taken to this gentle-
man's remarks; I will mention the name
of the gentleman, Mr. Symon, who I
think was exceedingly rnl-advised in
making his remarks. I felt a consider-
able amount of resentment at the language
he made use of.

HoN. F. T. COoWDER It is in keep-
ing with his remarks about Western
Australia all through.

THE COLONIA.L SECRETARY: I
need add no more to what I have already
said. I unfortunately have to travel over
ground -which has been travelled over
before. I have tried to present the
question from m~y view, and to express
my feelings and convictions on this matter.
At one time I thought it was desirable
that we should join the federation. I
exceedingly regret that I voted for the
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delegates to go to the Convention, but we
are often wise after the event. I thought
that the disabilities of standing out of
federation would he greater than theyv
appear now they will be, and after I have
carefully and thoroughly examined into
this question, I do not see that we shall
injure ourselves by not joining the feder-
ation. I thought of the isolated position
in which we were, and that the other
colonies would try to injure us. These
were some of the things which influenced
me on the occasion when I voted for the
'delegates to go to the Convention, and at
that time I thought it was desirable that
we should join the federation as an
original State. I think these feelings
have been removed from my mind to
a large extent. I have seen by the
overtures which have been mnade to
the Premiers of the other colonies that
they have little consideration for this
colony. The object of the other colonies
seems to be to secure our market for
themiselves. At any rate that is the
object of South Australia, and the open-
ing of our market to South Australia
would be a great boon at the present
time. We have to look after ourselves
and the interests of our people. Our
object should be to build up a State here;
we are a large colony, and we have all
the elements of progress and prosperity
within our borders; we have the ability
and energy to build up a great colony and
we have the will to do it ; therefore I say,
while I move this amendment-

HON. J. W. HACKETrT: Are you not
going to speak in favour of itP

THRE COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
think I have commiunicated to lion. mem-
bers what my views on the question are.
I must say that I very reluctantly havedone so, because I feel that there is some-
thing to be said on the other side. Our
being united in the future as a great
nation would bring many advantages. to
us. We should not have the feeling that
we belong to a small colony or a sparsely
populated colony: we should belong to
the great united island continent of Aus-
tralia. There are a great many things I
maight refer to. I niight speak of the
position of New Zealand at the present
time, but I will leave that to others. I
think the position of New Zealand in
regard to the other colonies is an import-
ant point just now. I believe a., majority

of the voters of this colony are opposed
to federation. It seems to me a.
large number of people, friends of
ours, who will vote against federation
probably, would resent not being allowed
to vote on this question. Indeed, people
have said to me, "Whilst probably we
shall vote against federation, we shall
resent the action of Parliament in refusing
to send the Bill to us for our vote: we
consider ourselves equally as well versed
in the question, and equally as well able
to give an opinion on the matter as the
members of either House of Parliament;
therefore, we consider it would he wrong
on the part of Parliament not to send
either or both Bills to the people for
their decision." The question remains
whether it is right for us, considering
the whole interests of the colony, to
remnit the Bill for the consideration of
the people. We are here as representa,-
tives of the people. The other House
represents the population more especially,
and we are representing the interests to a,
very large extent. The question with us
is whether we can afford to neglect the
feeling that will be raised not only on the
goldifields but in other parts of the
colony; a feeling which will be raised in
the minds of men educated, intelligent,
who love the country, and who desire to
see it prosper. Shouild we refuse to send
the Bill to these people ? I have already
expressed my opinions that it is the duty
of the Legislature to send the Bill to the

Ipeople, but I think it would have been
better if the question of federation had
not cropped up herec for years to come.
Still I feel that I must move this amend-
ment. It is in the terms of the resolu-
tion which has come to us, and which has
been adopted biy a majority in the Legis-
lative Assembly. I do not think I need
say more on the question at the present
time. I simply move the amendment.

HON. J. W. HAC KETT: Who is second-

THE PRESIDENT (after a pause):- It
is seconded by Mr. Matheson.

HoNq. J, W. HACKETT: Your (Mr.
Matheson's) people fought it in another

iplace.
HoN. C. A. PIESSE (South-East):

T ask what the position will be if this is
carried ? We ha-ve already dealt with

Ithe motion moved by Mr. Matheson, and
we are now dealing with the amendment
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moved by Mr. Whitconihe, which has
become the substantive motion. Are we
at liberty to go on amending, if this is
carried P

THE PRESIDENT: Oh, yes; you can
go on amending as long as you like.

At 6018 the PRESIDENT left the Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

HON. H. BRIGGS (West) Iam
deeply impressed with the grave imnpor-
tance and momentous issue placed before
this Chain ber, and I shall not add to the
weight of it in my share of the argument
by many words. I intend simply to speak
to the motion made by Mr. Whitcombe,
and I can appreciate more fully, and rely
with moreconfidence-knowing, the feeling
against federation in this House-on the
feeling of fair play and justice which always
exists, and which ought to be an abiding
element in -the conduct of all our public
affairs. I earnestly hope that any pre-
conceived opinions will be lightly held,
and everything duly weighed, and that
members will vote after due consideration
has been given to the arguments brought
before us. We have the Colonial Secre-
tary to-night moving an amendment to
the proposition, but the hon. member did
so in as anti-federal a speech as I have
ever heard. 'This (luestion will tax our
patriotism, and tax our forbearance, and
it ought to tax our abriegation of self and
selfish aims, of which we have heard SO
much, to make one great united effort for
the common good.

HoN. C. E. DEMPSTER: The country,
not ourselves.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: Before entering on
the subject of the motion, I think it would
be well to notice the charges which have
been made against the delegates of this
colony that they neglected their duty, and
so necessitated the additionof these various
amendments. lam going to make a plain
recital, and I hope I shall be allowed
to read from a document which states
the various action, which took place with
regard to the election of delegates and
their conduct. Between December, 1895,
and October, 1896, Enabling Acts were
passed by the Parliaments of the five
colonies - New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, Western Australia, and
Tasmania-to enable these colonies to

take their part in the framing of an
enactment for a federal constitution. In
accordance with these Acts each of the
colonies elected ten representatives to a
convention charged with the duty of fram-
ing a federal constitution for Australasia.
Four colonies elected their delegates
by a referendum to the people, the
Western Australian representativet were
elected by the tw~o Houses, the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council
voting together. The convention sat in
Adelaide from 22nd March to 5th May,
1897, and framed a draft constitution
which was then submitted for considera-
tion to each House of Parliament in each
of the five colonies. Our Legislative
Assembly deputed the Premier to present
their amendments, and the Legislative
Council appointed the Ron. J. W. Hackett
to present the Council's amendments.
Just before setting out for the second Con-
vention, four of the Western Australian
delegates-the Hon. F. H. Piesse, MILA.,
the Hon. W. T. tLoton (then M.L.A.),
Mr. R. F. Sholl, M.L.A., and the Hon
J. Howard Taylor, MJL.C.-for good sand
sufficient reasons resigned their position,
and four new delegates-the Hon. H. W.
Venn, M.ILA., the Hon. F. T. Crowder,
M.L.C., the Hon. A. H. Henning, M.L.C.,
and myself-were hanstily elected by both
Houses as before, and set out the same day.
The Convention sat again from the 2nd
to the 24th September, 1897 ; they sat in
Melbourne in 1898 from 20th Januar~y
to 17th March, and reconsidered the
draft constitution together with the
amendments suggested by the various
legislatures. The Convention finally
adopted a Federal Constitution on
March 16, 1898. The Enabling- Act
gives clJear directions as to the further
conduct of the Bill. I have ventured to
remind hon. members of these various
stages as a proof that both Houses have
haod an opportunity of suggesting amend-
ments, and that the delegates are not
solely responsible for the omission of
certain terms now suggested by the
Joint Committee. The motion of Mr.
Whiteombe assumes, with truth, that the
principle of federation has been accepted
by this House, as the journals of the
House show, and seems to point to two
distinct issues: i. Is reference to the
people the proper method of obtaining
their opinion ? 2. IS the present time
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opportune to introduce federation ? It
is under those two forms that I shall
address my remarks. But before attempt-
ing to do this, it will be well, as a proof
that I am not beating the air, to examine
some remarks that have been made on
this subject in the House. Mr. Whit-
combe, in introducing his motion, made
a very inapt illustration, to my mind,
when lie placed the relation of repre-
sentative to elector on all fours with that
of parent to child.

How. F. WHITCOOMBE: To guardian.
HON. H. BRIGGS: He said that as it

was not desirable that a parent should
give anything of a pernicious nature to
his child; so a representative ought not
to bring anything of a dangerous and
injurious nature before the public. A
moment's thought wil show how faulty
that analogy is, for the electors choose
the representatives, and no child ever
chooses its parents. Other considerations
brought forward by Mr. Whitcombe, as to
preferring a dissolution to a referendum
to gain the opinion of the people, I will
notice in their proper place when I
answer the two questions. But at the
same time he finished up his speech by
predicting all kinds of calamity to agri-
cultural industries directly, and indirectly
to every hope of Western Australian
progress.

HON. F. T. COoWDER: Quite right
too.

How. C. E. DEMPSTER: Hear, hear.
HON. H. BRIGGS: This monstrous

notion of federation was heartily taken
up by the three bucolic represenitatives of
the East Province, as vigorously and
earnestly, as I believe wrongly and
erroneously. These hion. mnembers sawv
only ruin, disaster, and destruction in
the Draft Bill presented by the ablest
and best men of all Australia.

HON. R. G. BunaEs: Why did they
offer £300,000 as a subsidy ?

HOw. H. BRIGGS: That shows their
generosity.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: All of
whom they have kicked out of office now.

How. H. BRIGGS: Their laborious
efforts have been accepted by great
majorities in five colonies.

How. F. T. COWnsR: And now the
Ministries are turned out.

How. H. BRIGGS: It was federation
that kept them in, the people sinking

minor differences until federation was
carried.

HON. A. G. JENKINS: Quite right too.
HON. H. BRIG-GS: If You heard the

members of the East Province you would
think the Governor's speech at the pro-
ducers' banaquet,beginning witha&quotation
from Horace, Beat us illeqiprocul negotiis?
" Happy the man who, far from the busy
haunts of life, after the manner of the
ancient race of mortals cultivates his
paternal land with his own oxen, with mind
unruffled by cares about money," seemed
to ill describe the frantic fears and horrors
of impending poverty with which this
Bill threatened the whole fanning com-
munity. But those hion. gentlemen might
remember that the 1,587 electors of the
East Province comprise the artisans,
tradesmen, and shopkeepers of such
centres as South Perth, Guildford, Mid-
land Junction, North am, and York.

How. F. WnlTcosis: And they
elected Mr. Laukin.

HON. H. BRIGGS: The East Province
comprises such persons as I have referred
to, besides the farming interests. All
these wish to have a voice in this matter
of nationhood, and to cast a vote like
the people in the other colonies.

How. Rt. G. BURGE5: Where is the
authorityP

How. H. BRIGGS: Mr. flempster, in
a very temperate and very thoughtful
speech, such as he always addresses to
this House, mnuit have made somewhat
of a Slip when almost in the same breath
he spoke of the advent of ruinous prices to
farmers, and dear food to consumers. A
good authority informed we outside that
among the list of Mr. Dempster's West-
ern Australian products was butter, and
that butter must be excluded for Some
time from our producing elements.

How. R. G. BURtoES: You are mis.
quoting him altogether; you are mixng
it up. I said "butter." I could give
you the very words.

HON. H. BRIGGS: Mr. President-
THE PRESIDENT: I do not think you

can object to an interruption of that
kind. The lion, member is only correct-
ing.

How. H. BRIGGS: The lion. member
did mention butter amongst the products
of this colony. Mr. Barges in his speech
afterwards said it should not be men-
tioned, but he spoke in such a rapid
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manner as to be indistinct. I asked
farmers who know, whether it was really
the case that butter ought to be excluded
from the list, and I find it is so.

HoN. F. T. CxownntK You are not
going to federate for butter, are you?

HoN. C. E. DEMPSTER: Our butter
production every year is increasing con-
siderably.

HON. H. BRIGGS: Mr. Lukin adulit-
ted that, in his opinion, if the question of
federation were put to the electors there

-would be a majority in favour of it, and
he gave as the ground of that opinion
that there was a vast number of dis-
affected people amongst our population.
If you add an additional grievance, a
marked distrust of the people, it will
increase the feeling of disaffection and
disgust which they have towards " the
powers that be."

HoN. R. G. SUBOES: They can get all
those powers from the local Parliament.
It is no use denying it.

HRon. H. BRI100S: Such an increase
of grievances will only make confusion
worse confounded. There is a story told
in an old boot about wise old councillors
who had drunk deep of the well of
wisdom in the courts of King Solozmon.
They advised a young and headstrong
king, itehoboam, to use conciliation and
to redress grievances, but he did not
follow their advice, adopting, instead,
that of the young and inexperienced.
The result was separation, and that
separation has been permanent. I men-
tion this fact for as much ai it is worth,
as the question of separation hats been
floating in the air in one part of the
colony on account of grievances. Mr.
Burges covered much ground, and in his
long range of vituper-ation found little
virtue in anyone concerned with fedei-a-
tion. The Premier, the delegates, and
all who were in favour of federation fell
beneath is lash. He spoke of the great
progress that had been made in agri-
culture and viticulture; this brought to
my mind the fact that, when I camne to
this colony in 1881, grapes could be
bought in the town of Fremiantle at 2d.
per pound, which this Year YOU Could not
buy under 6d. or 8d. Su~rely the viti-
cnlturists are prospering, but it is at the
cost of the community, to whom cheap
and wholesome fruit is a necessary of
Life.

HJON. 0. E. DEMPSTE: Grapes were
supplied on the goldfields at less than
that.

HoN. H. Lu giN : They were sold in my
district at 144d. a pound, and went beg-
ging at that.

HoN. H. BRIGGS5: Mr. Burges spoke
with considerable pride and dignity-
and no doubt it was laudable-as the
choice of a few hundred electors.

HON. it. G. BORGES: A thousand. I
was perfectly justified in doing it.

HON. H. BRIGGS: I say that it was
with laudable pride and dignity that lie
contemplated himself as the chosen of
those electors, and what seemed Strange
to me immediately afterwards was to
notice with what Scorn and contempt he
treated the opinions and desires of many
thousands of the same class of men who
petitioned in favour of an appeal to the
people.

HoN. R. G. BuRovs: We had no proof
of it.

Hox. H. BRIG00S; There was one
pleasant incident of the hon. member's
speech, where hie mentioned that he
encountered a party of miners who were
stuck in a bog on a road Under the
control of a roads board of which hie was
the chairman or a. member, and that,
contrary to his expectation, instead of
being met with abuse, be was treated
with courtesy.

Hon. C. E. DEMPSTER: That was not
a federation speech.

HON. H. B3RIGGS: I believe if he had
a larger and closer acquaintance with the
goldfields people all this ill-feeling would
give way to respect and esteem.

HON. 0. R. DEMPSTRs: Hear, bear.
They, are not bad fellows, we know.

Hox. R. G. BURG ES: I am not abusing
them.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: Mr. Piesse founded
most of his remarks on the idea that the
Enabling Act was still in existence. I
thought-bat I am speaking subject to
correction-that when New South Wales
failed to gain a majority of 80,000 for the
Bill we as West Australians, could no
longer entertain the subject, and that the
Enabling Act, so far as that went, was
dead to us.

HON. C. A. P155GB: If so, we are
without it altogether.

Hox. H. BRIGGS5: If that is the
case, we simply rest on the Premier's
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statement and signature as a member of
the Council of Premiers lately ;but how-
ever that may be,X r. Piesse's vote "1no "
was neutralised by the "aye" of Mr.
Crowder, so that it left the South-East
Province of 877 electors -represented by
one vote, that of Mr. S. J. Haynes, one-
third of the voting power going to repre-
sent what the last-mentioned gentleman
vouched for, namely three-fourths of the
electors in favour. Such inequality as
that demands an appeal to the electors on
this great question.

Hox. 0. A. PIESsE: It is the other
'way about.

11ioN. H. BRIGGS: Mr. Richardson
plaintively asserts that federation would
wipe out the North, with its teeming
flocks and herds; but it seems to me
that some great force, either a seIm.I
or a cyclonic force must be exercised,
if the acceptance of federation is going to
have that effect. Air. Richardson also
professes the utmnost concern for the
pearning industry. Now, though the
oyster is generally supposed to be calm,
cautious- -

H~ON. F. M. STONE:- And collected.
HloN. It. B RIGGS: Though the

oyster is supposed to be reserved, and
wanting in warmth and sympathy, we
have it on illustrious if insane authority
that "an oyster may'i be crossed in love,"
and so we respect his feelings and respect
his self-contained character. It may
give some relief to Mr. Richardson to
know that the pearl oyster lives in a
house attached to a. rock below the sea,
far away from all the storms and cata-
strophes of life, and all the rage and
fury which federation will bring in its
track.

HoN. 3. E. RICHARDSON: I was not
alluding to fish when I spoke.

HCON. H. BRIGGS: Mr. Wliitcouibe's
remarks about consulting the people by
means of the referendum give pro-
minence to that part of his speech, and
demand an answer to the question: Is
reference to the electors of Western Aus-
tralia the proper method of dealing with
federation ? Mr. Whitcombe described
the referendum as a method unknown to
either the British constitution or our
own. True,thereferendum cannot befound
provided for in any chapter or section,
for the all-sufficient reason that the
British constitution is unwritten.

Hon. F. WEITrOBE: Show an instance
of the use of the referendum in the last
100) years.

HON. H. BRIGGS0: But the British
constitution is firmly established on the
solid foundation of the good sense,
honour, and justice of the race, and this
has enabkd it to withstand the stess
and storm of ages. The British Upper
B ouse stands serene, calm, courageous,
unmoved by factious clamour, but keenly
sensitive and close in touch with the
aspirations of the people; occasionally
blamed but always respected, for it
protects popular fredom, defends and
enlarges popular rights, neither drives
nor tvrnuises over people, but ever yields
to a fair, full, and free expression of the
will of the nation. Thus, the British
Upper House sets a fine example to
other Upper Houses, which should walk
in such footsteps, however far behind,
present company not excepted. The
referendum has, made its way into the
English statute book, in the Public
Libraries Act and the Municipal Act.

Hon. R1. 0. Bunaxs: That is a
different matter altogether.

HoN. H. BRIGGS:- But bhereistheprini-
ciple of referring questions to the people,
and our own statute book also acknow-
ledges the pninciple in the A ustralasian
Federal Enabling Act, Section 28, which
reads, " The draft Constitution, as finally
adopted by the Convention, if approved
by Parliament, shall be submitted for
the decision of the electors for the L~egis-
lative Assemnbly of Western Australia by
their vote." And though that Act has
lapsed, the principle lives; and by this
method the Premier proposed to see'k
for an expression of the opinion of the
people.

RoN. R1. 0. Buxoxs:- When?
HoN. H. BRIG0S: The Premier pro-

posed to seek for an expression of the
opinion of the people, to assist in the
settlement of the question of payment of
members of Parliament.

Rori. R. G-. Diners: But the Premier
has since denied that be did so.

HON. 3. W. HACKETT: Parliament has
not accepted the principle yet.

HoN. H. BRIGGS.5 At this stage it
may be well to consider how far the pre-
sent Legislative Assembly and Legislative
Council of this colony represent the voice
and opinions of the people.

[CO-UNCIL.] Condition8 of Federaiion.
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HoN. C. h1. DEMPSTER: We are sent
here by the people.

HON. H. BRIGGS : At the last general
election the roll of electors for the Legis-
lative Assembly numbered 23,31R, but
to-day the number is 44,238, or nearly
double. In considering these numbers
it must be borne in mind that we have
plural voting, so that the actual number
of individual voters must he considerably
less. As the roll for the Legislative
Council has more interest for ourselves,
I will give the number of electors in each
province. In the Metropolitan Province
there are 8,421 voters, and in the Central
Province 1,764.

Box. iR. C. Bunons: Are these the
present numbers ?

HON. H. BRIGGS: This list is made
up to the end of last month, and contains
all the latest aodditions. In the East
Province there are 1,587 voters; in the
North Province, 163; and in the North-
East Province, 1,854.

BIoN. Rt. G.~ BuRGS: There are not
many more in the North-East Province
than in the East Province.

HON. H. BRIGGS: The lion. member
will take note that I ala simply reading a
list of figures, and no feeling on my part
will alter a single unit.

HON. R. G. BunoEs: I am only draw-
ing, your attention to a fact.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: The hion. member
seems to caution me to be careful what I
am saying, whereas I am merely giving
figures copied from the official list.

How. it. G. Buitous: The lion. niem-
ber states there are 1,587 voters in the
East Province and 1 ,854 in the North-
East Province, and I simply drew his
attention to the fact that there was not
much difference in the numbers. I am
not in the least disputing the accuracy of
the hion. member's figures.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: In the South-
East Province there are 876 voters, in
the South-West Province 719, and in
the West Province 2,425, or a total of
11,800, voters, which is a considerable
increase on 7,100 which Mr. Matheson
gave as the number of electors at the last
election for this House. Mr. Whiteombe
pointed to a dissolution of Parliament
and an .appeal to the electors as the
proper method of settling the federal
question; but such a. dissolution would

not affect the members of this House
and would afford no remedy.

HON. R1. G. EURGES: But it would
show public opinion on a constitutional
basis.

HON. H. BRIGGS: It has also been
asserted in this Chamber, as a ground for
resisting the popular voice, that we repre-
Sent property, as contrasted with members
in the other House who represent people.

HON. R. G. BunGEs: Who said thatP
HoN. F. T. CROWDER: We represent

people as much as do members of the
other House.

HON. R. G. Buuass: Who said the
members of this Chamber do not represent
people?

HON. H. BRIGGS0: 1 do not so read
our position, but the assertion has been
made in the Hlouse this evening.

HoN. R. G. BuRGES: By whom?
ROw. H. BRIGGS: Th~e Colonial

Secretary said that the Legislative As-
sembly represent people, while the Legis-
lative Council represent interests.

HON. Kt 0. SuRGEs: What does
"interests" mean? Surely the lion.
member ought to explan.

HoN. H. BRIGGS: In my opinion
the people are the wealth of the country.

HON. R. 0. BUno ES: What about
interests ?

HON. H. BRIGGS: The people till the
soil, work the mines, and ply the trade,
and serve, support, sustain, and develop
the country. All classes are interdepend-
ent; and when nationhood is in question-
when all are members of one body, with
common interests in the present and
common hopes for the future-it becomes
a matter of justice that every person in
the colony should have a voice in the
settlement. As a matter of uniformity
our people should have the same duty put
on them here as their brethren and
friends had in the neighbouring colonies.
We must remember that out of our
population of 170,000 it may fairly be
said that 100,000 have come from the
other colonies.

Hox. R. G. BURGEs: Never mind;
they are Western Australians now.

HON. H. BRIGGS: When visiting a
school at Kalgoorlie, I found that in a
class of about 86 children, there were
only two who said they were Western
Australians; and in Subiaco a similar
proportion may be met. I mention this
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to show that the vast proportion of the
population are used to the rights exercised
by the people in the other colonies; and
it would be a great pity not to give new-
comers a welcome, and try to make their
conditions, politically at least, equal to
those in the countries from which they
came.

HoN. R. G, BURGES: What has
federation to do with political equality?

Hon. H. BRIGGS: We want all our
people, new-corners as well as those on
the electoral roll, to have a voice in the
great question of nationhood; and that
is what federation has to do with political
equality. Modesty, if nothing else,
ought to prevent us from setting up our
opinion in opposition to the opinion of
six Legislative Assemblies and five Legis-
lative Councils, representing four millions
of our brethren.

Hog. R. G. BunaES: We have noth-
ing to do with their opinion.

How. H. BRIGGS: We may not be
bound by their opinion, but modesty
ought to teach us not to lightly set up
our opinion against the opinion of
others.

HoN. H, 07. BunoES: What nonsense!
HoN. H. BRIGGS: Infallibility is not

for us.
Hon. C. E. DEMPSTER:- We are isolated

from the other colonies.
How. HE. Loam:. Circumstances alter

cases.
Hon. H. BRIOGS:- The second ques-

tion to be settled is whether the present
timle isopportune? Is Western Australia
ripe for entering federation ?

HoN. C. E. DEhPSTER: Certainly not.
How. H. BRIGGS: I maintain that

the disadvantages of delay will prove
insuperable.

Box. R. G. BuRNos: You have no
"modesty " on that point.

How. H. BRIGGS: Take the question
of finance. This colony will soon be a
borrower on the London miaket, and the
Commnonwealth will doubtless be on the
same errand. How will Western Aus-
tralia fare, compared with the Federal
Government, supported by the united
credits of the Commonwealth?

Hon. F. T. CxRowDr'n: This colony 'will
be all right, if we stand out of feder-a-
tion.

Hon. H. BRIGs: "A poor manl is
hated even by his own neig(hbour. but the

rich hath many friends ;" ind will our
isolation as a borrower be as splendid as
has been said? A gain, look at federation
as it wil affect the mail service, in regard
to which there has r'ecently been corre-
spondence between the Premier of this
colony and the Premiers and. officials9 Of
the other colonies.

HoN. R. G. Buxegs: That is another
bogie.

How, H. BRIGGS- From this corre-
spondence, which has been published in
the Press, there appears at least a possi-
biity, and to somUe minds, a probability,
that the United Commonwealth 'will refuse
to subsidise a fleet of mail steamers to
call at other than feder-al ports.

How. R. G. Bunass: What has the
Colonial Secretary told us to-night?

Hon. H. BRIGGS: If the Conmmon-
wealth should take that stand, this colony
will be completely passed by.

How. 0. E5. Dmarsmg: The other
colonies have shown the cloven hoof in
that matter.

HON. H. BRIGGS: After having
expended vast sums of money in trying
to make Fremantle the chief port of
Australia, we would be mnore out of the
direct road and more round the corner
than ever; and I feel strongly that delay
in joining federation will jeopardise our
vita interests and prove inimical to our
prosperity.

HON. R. G.BURGExs: You do not seem
to mnind jeopardising the whole of the
colony's finances.

HON. H. BRIGGS: I do not think
there is much force in the argument,
that such conduct on the part of the
Commonwealth would prove the weakness
of federal sentiment.

How. R. G. unoEss: Ahi! Sentiment!
How, H. BRIGGS: We have heard in

this House that federal feelig will fizzle
out; but it is surely unreasonable to
expect federal sentiment before federation
is accomplished Realise federation as a
fact, and federal sentiment will follow;
and it is not wise to urge, as an
objection to reform, an evil which it
is the very object of reformn to overcome.
Others would ask us to wait for federa-
tion until we were attacked by some
foreign power;- then, under the stress of
fear, rush together and seek for protection
and gain peace by federating. Such a
piinciple, I think, would be dangerous and
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utterly ignoble, like feeble birds flocking
together for protection at the approach
of the hawk. I come now to the greatest
disadvantage before us: that is the
obvious and acknowledged sacrifices we
must make by the dislocation of the
present sources of revenue. I acknow-
ledge that, but the matter only needs
arrangement. 1 feel sure the Treasurer
could so arrange matters that no harm
would come to the colony. We know
that the Premier has brought in a dividend
tax, and that will help in a great measure
to get over the discrepancies. If these
sacrifices are necessarily incidental to the
federal form of government, their exist-
ence in other federations has -not proved
the undesirability of federal union. We
do not hear of citizens of countries which
are already federalised, such as Germany,
Switzerland, the -United States, and
Canada, regretting the step taken. They
total up the gains and the losses and find
a balance of gaii.

HoN. F. T. CRtowDER:- They did -not
come in together.

Hox. H, BIRIGGS: With regard to
the argument of precedent, the United
States in 1767, and Canada in 1867, did
not think they were premature in the
work of federation. This is what the
Marquis of Dufferin, a Governor-General
of Canada, wrote on federation:

This much T have no hesitation in saying,
that in the case of Canada, her increased
prosperity, self-respect and prestige, as well as
the sentiment of nationality, have been immen-
sely stinmulated by federation. Nor through-
out the six and a-half years during which I
presided over the Governmient of the Domincion,
did the union which had recently been broughtl
abont seem to work in any other way than to
the advantage of every member of it.

I have just read the debate in the LegIlative Council of British Columbia whic
took place in 18-70, and I find there
pretty much the same fears and alarms
and evil prophecies as to federation that
we hear around us in this Chamber.

Hon. F. M. COoWDER: But they stood
out.

How. H. BRIGGS: In accepting a
reference to the people with the hope of
joining as, an original State, we want no
adventurous courage:- the path has
already been trodden. We want no
exploring: other prosperous federations
have shown us the way. On December
11th, 1895, the present Secretary of

State for the Colonies, Mr. Chamberlain,
presided at a banquet given to Sir Gerard
Smith, our present Governor, just before
he left for Western Australia; and Mr.
Chamberlain, with his wide grasp of
colonial matters and intimate acquaint-
ance with the -work and prosperity of
every part of a world-wide empire, was
able to say this, with happy forethought,
it seems to me:

I look forward to a time, which I think is
Dot very distant, when our great colonies of
Austraissia will imitate the wise example of
Canada and will agree to unite for the pur-
poses which are common to all. I see with
satisfaction the great step in that direction
which has just been taken by the Legislature
of New South Wales, and I feel confident that
Western Australia will not be behind the
sister colony.
This was no harebrained enthusiast, but
a calm, cautious, and hopeful statesman,
who thought four years ago that Western
Australia was ripe for federation.

How. F. T. COoWDER: You are only
reading a portion of the speech.

HON. H. BRLIGGS: I have an exact
copy of the speech here, and I amn reading
the part in which Mr. Chamberlain says
be thinks that Western Australia is ripe
for federation. That was in 1896. It
was a semi-official speech, spoken by the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, who
was giving advice to colonial officials
present at the send-off of the Governor of
this colotty. Now every other colony on
the continent of Australia and Tasmania
have agreed to join the federation,
and even Queensland, which was not
represented at the Convention, has
agreed to join, yet we are counselled
to wait two, three, or five years, and
dluring that time we shall have to trudge
along behind the car of triumphant
Australia. Postponement of union means
increasing our difficulties, for the dis-
turlbance of vested interests Will ever
increase. The increasing years will add
to our difficulties, and every step which
we neglect to take in regard to uinion
will be a step further off. Procrastina-
tion only widens the gull of separation.
If we do not at this jauncture put our-
selves in the way of joining as an original
State, we shall have to sue as suppliants,
while now we may enter as members of
the household. In the nature of things,
it will be to our detriment if we have not
now the prescience to desire union and
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the courage to achieve it. An ox-Premier
of Great Britain, Lord Roseberv, enforced
this thought by quoting these lines, with
which I will close:-
Miss not the occasion, by the forelock take

That subtle power of never-ceasing time,
Lest a mere moment's putting off should make

Mischance almost as heavy as a crime.

I halve great pleasure in opposing the
amiendnment moved by Mr. Whitcoinbe.

Hox. F. T. CROWDER (South-East):
In debating the question now before the
House, I take it we are practically discus-
sing federation as it applies to Western
Australia. Arising out of this discussion
there are several questions which we are
called upon to answer; firstly, as to
whether the Bill as amended by the
Premiers in Melbourne, without the
authority of their Parliaments, shall be
sent to the people; secondly, as to whether
the same Bill, with the amendments
attached and as agreed to by the Joint
Select Committee of both Houses of Par-
liament, shall likewise go to the people;
thirdly, whether both or neither of these
Bills shall be sent to the people. In dis-
cussing federation and the Commonwealth
Bill, there are many points upon which
I think we agree. I take it we are all
agreed on the principle of federa~tion. I
think all look forward to the day when
the whole of the Australian colonies will
be united under one federation, and I go
further and I think all loot forward to
the day when the whole of the English-
speaking nations of the world will
he united under one Imperial Federa-
tion.

HON. R. G. BuizoEs: That is as it
ought to be.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: All are
agreed that this is the most important
question ever placed before the Legis-
latutre of any of the Australian colonies;
by far and aimvay it is the most important
question that has ever claimed tile. atten-
tion of this House. If federation is the
outcome of the discussion to-night, sand
the Bill goes to the people, then it is the-
last important question which will come
before the House, unless it may be
looked upon :is important to sit in
this Chamber and discuss the wvays and
means of helping a population which may
be ruined by the acceptance of the
Commonwealth Bill.- In speaking to the
motion, I must admit I feel somewhat at

a loss where to start. We are surr-ounded
on all sides by arguments which are really
unanswerable against the adoption of
federation. I am at a loss to discover
one point in its favour. Before dismissing
the matter from its most importanit bear-
ings, I would like to say a word or two
as to the position I have tak-en up on this
question. It is now close on six years
since I was elected to the Legislative
Council, and on the first occasion when
the question of federation came up I
opposed it, and I have opposed it on
every occasion since. I have opposed it
since the Bill has gone to the people of
the other colonies, and I have placed
fully before the electors in my con-
stituency my reasons for so doing; and
I flatter myself that I was one of the
first members who did so, for, after all, in
the light of the present day, I am, still
opposed to federation. After the Gov-
ernment Actuary has gone into the
financial aspect of the question I find
that within a small amount, the figures
which I put before my constituents have
not in one iota been altered. Although
opposing federation, when the question
of sending delegates to the Convention
cme before the House I voted for
delegates to be sent, believing as I did in
the principle of federation, also that a
time might come when Western Australia
would become ripe for union, therefore it
was right that we should send delegates
to help to fraime a Bill, so that when the
time did ar-ive for Western Australia to
join, we should join without disadvantage.
Had I foreseen wvhat I see now, I would
have voted against delegates going to the
Convention: an *yhow, the outcome was that
delegates were sent to Adelaide. After-
wards when the resignations of several
members were sent in, as pointed out
by Mr. l3riggs. it became necessary to
appoint other delegates in their places.
I was one of those delegates to lie
appointed, one of those unfortunate
people who are to-day accused of having
gone back on the interests of this country ;
in fact, in not having done our duty by
'Western Australia. It is not my inten-
tion to-night to dwell on that point: it
does not affect mue here or there. Some
people only look at the matter in the
light of the present day; and looking
at it in that light, perhaps there is some
justification for saying the delegates did
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not do their duty to Western Australia.
I bad not the advantage of the memnbers,
who preceded me to Adelaide in the
matter of discussing federation before 1
arrived at Melbourne, but at the same
time I was astonished to find the unan-
imity of opinion amongst the delegates as
to the position Western Austratlia stood
in. The opinion then expressed was that
it was utterly impossible to conceive a
position by which Western Australia
could enter the union. This opinion was
held throughout the whole of the session
in Sydney; and at the time it- was decided
to adjourn the Convention to Melbourne,
I believe it was an understood thing that
the Finance Committee should, during
the recess, give their attention to drawing
up some agreement whereby Western
Australia. could be allowed to enter.
When we went back to Melbourne I found
the same feeling still in existence. The
opinion of the delegates had not been
altered as to the -utter impossibility of
Western Australia federating on the same
terms as the other Australian colonies,
and the Finance Committee were pre-
pared to bring forward proposals. One
of these proposals was that the other
Australian. colonies should pay to Western
Australia the amount of the loss. that she
would suffer through joining the union,
which was put down at from £250,000 to
£300,000 a year. When this question
was mooted, Sir John Forrest, with great
indignation, arose and refused to have
anything to do with the motion, stat-
ing that this colopy did not desire
charity, and that if we desired to
enter the union we were prepared to tax
ourselves. I make no apology whatever
to-night in going fully into the matter,
because I recognise th'at it is the duty of
every member of the House, speaking
through this House to the people, to
thoroughly discuss the subject from top
to bottom. I wish to read certain ex-
tracts to show what was the position at
the time Sir John Forrest made a certain
proposal. The position practically speak-
ing was this. It was admitted on all
sides that Western Australia could not
by n means whatever, unless something

spca'was done, enter the union. I will
first of all read a couple of extracts from
leading actuaries in the colonies. Mr.
Teece, who I think all members know
is respected, is looked upon as one of the

leading actuaries in the Australian
colonies. He said:

To procutre a revenue which would provide
for the admission of Western Australia, to
the federation, a sum of 41i,000000 would
have to be raised from customs and excise;
and the special provision mnade for Western
Australia would only effect this result tem-
porarily. No sucb revenue could, of course,
be raised, and it is quite obvious that West-
ern Australia must he left out of consideration.
She is not yet ripe for federation, and she
would be extremely unwise to accept the Bim.

Mr. Coglilan, the Actuary of New Sodth
Wales, in speaking of the matter, said:

If the Bill is allowed to stand as it is, both
Tasmania aind Western Australia would be
involved in financial disaster. And in this
connection the words of Mr. R. 1ri. Johnston,
the Tasmanian Statistician, way receive at-
tention. On the subject of the operation of
the Convention financial scheme be writes as
follows :-" Tasmania, whose direct taxation
is already overstrained and oppressive, would
require to double nearly her existing land and
income tax-an impossibility-to enable her
Treasurer to discharge her remaining State
obligations and functions. While to Western
Australia the result would be such that even
her present great resources would fail to save
her from utter financial collapse!"

HoN. 'A. P. MATHESON: That was on
a _per captI ta distribution.

HoN. F.T. CROWDER: It was not on
one single point at all.

HoN. A. F. MATESON: Yes.
RON. F. T. CROWDER: Those are

the opinions of two of the leading
actuaries in Australia.

HON. A. P. MATHESON: On an entirely
different financial proposal.

RON. F. T. CRODWER: At the Con-
vention in Melbourne, Sir George Turner
said:-

Western Australia I have always admitted
to be in an abnormal. position, and it must be
dealt with separately from the other colonies.
I never take Western Australia into considera-
tion in dealing with nay question with regard
to finance, because I admit that it is in Such a
position that it must have separate treatment.

He saysa further on:-

At present they receive £380,000 or £2390,"0
from these intercolonial duties. Although the
people there may save some small portion of
that on account of the duties being taken off,

b hnkte probabilities are that the people
illhave to pay for most of tbe goods that

they import about. the same as they do now
I do not see how the people will save any large
amount. No doubt some lines may be and will
he reduced, but I fancy the people of Western
Australia will find, after the duties are taken
off, that they will have to pay nearly the
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same for their goods as they do now. Even if
they do save something, it will be very hard
for the Government of the colony to persuade
the people that they have made such great
savings, that they have the money in another
pocket, and that they should put their hands
into that pocket and take out some of that
money in order to hard it over to the Treasurer.

They will then want to know-" What benefits
have we gained by federation ?" The vast
majority will be inclined to say that they have
derived no benefit, while they have incurred
very serious losses. Mr. Reid tells us that if
we have a Federal Treasurer who is a genius
lbe may be able to so frame this uniform taif
that nlone of the colonies will suffer any losses.

HON. 0. E. DEMPSTER : He would have
to be a genius.

HON. F. TV. CROWDER: He would
sor. Sir George Turner also said:-

I am quite of opinion, so far as Western
Australia is concerned, that if we aire (;o induce
her to come into the federation we must do
something to assist the representative men in
that colony to bring her in with us. We have
been told by Sir John Forrest very earnestly,
and I have no doubt honestly, that he and his
honourable friends will have a very hard task
before them to persuade the people of his
colony to join us at all. And when we look at
the great distance which divides Western
Australia from the rest of the colonies, and
remember that there are hundreds and thou-
sands of people there who are hoping to
develop their own natural industries and their
own manufacturing industries, and that
through intercolonial free-trade they will be
seriously injured in that respect I can quite
understand the difficulties that will arise, and
that Sir John Forrest and his colleagues wifl
have a very hard task indeed to induce their
colony to join us.

Then again Mr. Walker, who was quoted
by some hon. gentleman, said:

I presume we all agree that, even if we have
to pay for it, we must have Western Australia
in the federation.
They are going to have us if they possibly
Canl.

BoN. R. . BunoEgs: There is no
doubt about that.

How. C. E. DEMPSTERE: They want
Us8.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: Mr. Walker
says:

Probably £200,000 would more nearly repre-
sent the loss which Western Australia will
suffer if intercolonial free-trade is brought
about. As a representative of New South
Wales, I do not think that colony would
grudge having to pay one-third of that amount
-that is, a little over £60,000 a year-for the
great advantage of absolute intercolonial free-
trade. . . . I think that the advantage of
free-trade with that colony would not be

dearly purchased by the expenditure of
£150,000 a year for five years.
Sir Philip Fysh. who at present is repre-
senting Tasmania as Agent-General in
England-I do not know whether he
was in the Ministry then, but be has for
many years been at the ]lead of the

Msa: -i speaking on this matter,

It is admitted that Western Australia
occupies a very exceptional position. The bare
fact of her collecting over .35 per cent, of herS rsent customs duties on intercolonial pro-

ucets, and the fact that she cannot afford to
lose this revenuec of £R38O,0Ocimmtediately,point
to the necessity for something being done.
Further on he said:

Victoria, at any rate, has been living on her
bonus system, and her producers have become
solidified by acquiring capital and attaining a
good position. In Western Australia, how.
ever, where production is in a younger stage,
the farmers have not yet attained a position
which will enable then, to compete with the
producers in the other colonies, and during
the next five years it may be presumed that
they will endeavour to secure that position
for themselves. . . . I do not desire to
speak for the Western Australian representa-
tives. They are capable of speaking for them-
selves. We must admit, as reasonable men,
however, that they are in an extraordinary
position, and therefore some extraordinary
means must be devised to meet their ease.
Mr. Solomon, who was leader of the
Opposition in South Australia, spoke in
reference to this matter, and I may here
say that Air. Solomon was one of the few
representatives from South Australia who
had anything like a fair idea as to the
requiremients of this country.

HON. J. W. HACK3ETT: He has beeu
here-

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: Yes. Mr.
Solomon said:

But in regard to Western Australia we have
a ease which is not a question of the loss of a
twentieth or a fortieth of the customs revenue,
or of a loss of £2100,000 out of a revenue of
£2,000,000, but a loss of nearly a third of the
total of the customs revenue of the colony.

.But everyone recognises, and has
recognised from the inception of this Conven-
tion, that in dealing with these commercial
questions and with the finances of the colonies,
it is absolutely necessary to make a special
exception in rgard to WesternAustralia. The
question as to bow this exception was to be
met, as to the practical lines upon which it
would be better to devise a scheme to suit
Western Australia, wvas left to the Finance
Committee. Theyhave endeavoured, from the
start, to ties1, the question out. It was left
to theui to suggest some means; by which the
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difficulty could be surmounted -ad even
though the Finance Committee are blamed for
not showing any brilliant flashes of financial
genius in discovering some new patent wvay, by
a fairy wand or otherwise, of disposing of the
difficulty that faces us, the thing was looked at
from its practical a~spect, and each Treasurer on
the committee, and every member on the corn-
muittee, tried to imagine himself in the position
that Sir John Forrest and his colleagues are
placed in, and ask himself bow, if so situated,
he could possibly go to his colony with a pro-
posal that meant a loss of a third of its
revenue, and advise it to come into the
federation on those conditions. The members
of the Finance Committee recognised that,
under these circumstances, it was necessary to
give the people of Western Australia special
treatment in order to induce them to join the
union. Every honourable member recognises
that if there is one colony of the group which
the older colonies specially desire to see in the
federation-perhaps because of their selfish
wish to extend the markets of their own pro-
ducers--it is Western Australia. Western
Australia, with its growing population and its
immense demand for colonial produce, is the
market we all desire to open uip for our general
trade, and it is for the Convention to deter-
mine whether we shall treat Western Australia,
not with liberality, because that is a word
which need not be used in this connection, but
with a degree of fairness, and a recognition of
the fact that she must be assisted in bearing
the loss which federation will entail upon her,
or whether we shall mnake tip our minds to,
leave her out of the union. The conclusion of
thne Finance Committee was that it was
necessary to give special terms to Western
Australia; that in asking this desirable partner
to join, us we should say that, as she was
sacrifici ng more than the re-st of us, Wve should
give her special terms in the adjustment of the
finances.

I may inforn hon, members that these
quotations are only a few that have been
picked out carelessly among dozens and
dozens just as strong as those I have read,
and I say 'without hesitation that we had
arrived at a time when the delegates at the
Convention had come to the conclusion
that something special must be done to suit
the case of Western Australia. Now I
go hacki to the point where I left off in
regard to the proposal made by Sir John
Forrest, when lie introduced what is
known as Clause 95, or ltherwise as the
sliding-scale clause.

HoN. J. W. HACKETT: The Premier
did not introduce it, though he assented
to it.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: The Pre-
mier supported it, and I regret very much
Sir John Forrest did not see fit on that
occasion, or on any otter occasion, to

*consult with his co-delegates at the Con-
vention. I should not, perhaps, blame
him altogether, because the blame may
have lain as much with the delegates.

HON. 0, E. D)EMPHTER:- NO.
Ro&. F. T. CROWDER: If some of

the delegates had spoken on the matter,
I have no doubt they would have been
consulted, in the same way as other dele-
gates were consulted by their Premiers.
But as it was, on that and all other occa-
sions we went into the Convention
totally unaware of the position to be
taken up by our leader, to whom we owed
allegiance as Premier of this colony.
Previously to this questions had arisen
of importance to the colony, and on those

Ioccasions, on account of the loyalty I
coifsidered I owed to him, I supported
the Premier. On this occasion, however,
so strong were my feelings that my
duty to Western Australia overcame my
loyalty to the Premier, and I absolutely
refused to support the motion. I think
I mentioned the matter at the time to
Mr. Hackett; but, in any ease, no notice
was taken of my protest, and when the
matter came on for discussion, I had to
rise, much to my regret, and speak in
opposition. To put the matter in a nut-
shell, I will read exactly what I said,. as
follows:

I regret that I cannot support the motion or
the hon. member (M~r. Deakin) or the amend-
ment mnoved by the right hon. Sir John
Forrest, because, under those proposals, I can-
not conceive that any man in Western Aus-
tralia would he mad enough to vote for federa-
tion. What is the position which those propo-
sals would place Western Australia inP On the
one hand the people would be taxed by the
Federal Parliament, and they would also have
to be taxed again under this clause. It is
all very well for members of the Convention, in-
cluding delegates from Western Australia, to
argue that Western Australia may not require
to be taxed, but I may point out that once she
joins the federation and intercolonial free-
trade takes place, the income which she derives
at the present moment, or the greatest part of
it, the pert derived from wine, beer, and spirits,
ill diminish ; because under intercolonial free-

trade Victoria and New South Wales will
swamp her markets immediately with wine,
spirits, and beer sent from those colonies, and
the excise duties on that wine, spirits and beer
will be collected in the colony where those
articles are manufactured.

Mr. Solomon: Western Australia wiUl receive
credit for her consumaption.

Mr. Crowder: Again, under the sliding scale,
is it possible to conceive for a moment that any
Western Australian merchant wvill vote for a

Yederal League -
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clause which simply means that every merchant
must empty his warehouse on the 31st of
December, or else make a loss of 20 per cent.
on all the goods he bought during that year?

Mr. Solomon: "120 per cent of the duty."
Mr. Crowder: Twenty per cent, of the duty

is the difference between a dead lose and a
gain. It is all very well to argue that mer-
chants can keep their stocks down and arrange
their shipments so that they will arrive in the
beginning of January, but if that -were done it
would mean starvation, as the consumers
would be blocked, end could not get the
articles they required. I do not -wish to detain
the committee, except to say that I am a
believer in federation, and I feel deeply that
the representatives of the different colonies
have a difficult task before them in trying to
induce their people to make some concession
to Western Australia. I feel that, and I
would say that if they can see that any of
these different proposals which have been
mnade will jeopardise federation in their
colonies, then let them strike out all these pro-
posals, ad leave it to Western Australia to
come into the federation when she thinks fit.
I am a believer in federation, but I am no
believer in federation with starvation. What
I desire is that Western k-ustmalia, should he
treated justly. But if treating her justly will
jeopardise federation in any of the other
colonies, then I say strike out the proposals
and federate: we shall come in sooner or later.

Of course, my remarks there had no
effect; just as much effect, probably, as
would the voices of five members sent to
represent this colony in the Common-
wealth Parliament. The question was
put and carried, and every memrs
far as T know, at the Convention under-
stood it to amount to a concession that
would give Western Australia at least
seven years in which to build up our
agricultural and mercantile industries.
It was thought that at the end -of seven
years this colony would be in such a
position as not to suffer in any way from
competition caused by intercolonial free-
trade. It was further understood that
so far as the finances of the colony were
concerned, the Government would, at tire
end of the seven years, find themselves
mn no worse position than they are at the
present day. But that the idea held by
the Convention will bie realised I do not
think anyone for a, moment will main-
tain. In the first place, our duties will
have to be re-enacted, H. point that was
never for a moment dreamed of at the
Convention. It was considered by the
Convention that so far as Western Aus-
tralia is concerned, she would, on the
proclamation of the Commonwealth, con-

Itinue collecting under the tariff then in
force. But instead we now find it will
be necessary to re-enact the tariff. It is
not my intention to-night to deal with
the question of whether the Government
here will be powerful enough to re-enact
the tariff or not. The position I take is
that the seven years will be cut down by
at least 18 months; because inside six

Imonths the rest of Australia wvill federate,
and intercolonial free-trade will com-
mence. That practically gives this colony
about (fie and a, half years in which to
reap the benefit of her own taxation, and
build up the revenue and manufactures.
It is admitted on all sides that the sliding

Iscale will have a most injurious effect on
Western Australia. We shall have, I take
it, about 18 monthsa in which to collect the
present duties, and then the sliding scale
of 20 per ceut. will commence and go on,
until at the end of five years the Govern-
ment of the colony, owing to the loss on
accou nt of intercolonial f ree-trade and the
displacement of trade, wifl find themselves,

I according to the figures as worked out by
IMr. Owen, the Government Actuary,
£800,000 to the bad. But having gone

1carefully through the calculations myself,
T make thle loss nearly half a million.

HON. A. P. MATHEXSON : Good
gracious ! you do not dispute the Govern-
ment Actuary P

Hor4. F. T. CROWDER: Yes; I
I take that' liberty, and I venture to say

that if Western Australia is foolish en ough
to try the experiment of federation, ray
figure will be found nearer the mark. It
can be quite understood that with the
heavy, almost prohibitive tariff the Com-
mon wealth will level against imports from
abroad, the best part of tire goods now
being imaported by Western Australia
from foreign countries will come fromn
Victoria and the other colonies duty-free.
Itt is urged by those who desi re federation

Iat any price that the uniform duty will
not he a heavy one; but I maintain it
will, and I can show good ground for my
assertion. It is acknowledged on all sides
that the tariff of Victoria is exceedingly
heavy, in most instances three or four
times that of Western Australia. At the
same time, Victoria has a large free list,
and if that colony is to enter the union
and not stiffer heavy- finiancial loss, the
tariff imposed by her at the present day
will have to be pretty well the tariff of the
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Comnmonwealth Parliament. To show
that I am not alone in my contention, I
should like to read an extract from the
Age newspaper, Melbourne, of 1st Novemi-
ber, 1899. Speaking of the present
Victorian tariff, the Age said:

The present Victorian tariff has attained
high-water mark in the precision with which
it fits the special circumstances of this colony;
but it is most readily conceded by the warmest
admirers of tbe Victorian tariff that, owing to
its very extensive free list, it is too low as a
revenue-producer to meet the probable financial
exigences of a Federal Treasurer. Still, most
of the Sydney delegates expressed the opinion
that the Victorian tariff must be largely taken
as the model on which the Federal tariff will
be drafted-
The Melbourne Chamber of Manufactures
held a conference on this question, and
their report, which appeared in the Wedt
Australian on the 9th Noveniber this
year, stated:

At the conference of the Intercoloni al
Chamber of Maufactures held in Melbourne,
one of the first matters considered was, which
Australian tariff should be taken as the basis
of the proposed federal tariff. The conference
declared for the Victorian tariff, and began
the work of building the federal schedules on
that foundation.

It will be seen that in Victoria they are
already preparing for the adoption of the
tariff of that colony as the unifonm tariff.
The report of the Chamber of Manufac-
tures goes on :

The delegates decided that the federal tariff
should be a high one, the view being taken
and acted upon that if the Commonwealth is
to be expected successfully to compete with
the manufacturing countries of the world,
where cheap labouir is employed, the measure
of protection afforded to the industries, exist-
ing and prospective, should be substantial.

There is no getting away fromn the fact
that the tariff imposed by the Federal
Parliament will be a heavy one, and must
cause a great displacement of trade, from
which Western Australia will seriously
suffer. I shall not dwell much further
on the question of the sliding scale, for
the simple reason that, so far as I am
concerned, I amt not willing to federate,
even if the concession asked for in this
respect be granted to us. What con-
cerns us most is the position in which the
Government of this colony will be placed
at the end of the five years. They will
not have sufficient revenue to carry on the
development of the country, and it is
hopeless to expect they will be able to

borrow the money for that purpose, be-
cause investors alw ays look at the position
of a colony and its ability to repay not
only interest, but sinking fund. I am
confident the British investor will not
lend money to Western Australia, when
be finds that the customs revenue has
sunk X800,000. It must be apparent to
any man not biased in favour of federa-
tion that we shall not be able to build up
our industries; because with the five
years' questionable protection which will
be afforded, it will be utterly impos-
sible to compete with the industries of
other colonies, especially those of Victoria,
which have been established for half a
century tinder heavy protective duties
and heavy bonuses. To say that this
colony would have a chance under these
conditions would be just as reasonable
as to expect a man lately established and
without capital, to compete with another
man possessed of large capital and
established many years. For myself, Itake
up the position that five and a-half years
of questionable protection would render
the Government unable to develop the
country, which would have to be de-

elpdin some other way, if we must
not sink into oblivion. Our industries
would be little better than they are to-day,
so far as sell-preservation is concerned;
and the question we have to decide is
whether, under the circumstances, we can
afford to let our industries "go to the
wvall." I would ask lion, members whether
they are prepared to allow the agricul-
tural industry of Western Australia to be
wiped out.

HON. A. G. JENKINS: NO.
HON. P. T. CROWDER: In all other

porions of the world it is conceded that
the agricultural industry is the backbone
of a country. A few people in Western
Australia think otherwise, but I think it
is conceded everywhere that gold may
Come and help to build tip this backbone,
and help to make fortunes and to increase
the prosperity of a place, but when the
gold has gone it is the produce from the
ground that the country has to look to for
its continual well-doing. I would like to
point out to the House the position taken

iup bythe Government of this country in
regard to the gold industry. We know
that soon after the advent. of responsible
government gold was discovered, and the
Government then seeing the great market
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in this colony, and that owing to the non-
production of the requirements of the
people on the goldfields everything was
going out of the country and nothing
coming in, that the wealth was pass-
ing away, the Government used ever~y
endeavour to secure settlers and to
place them on the soil. With the aid of
Parliament the Government passed the
most liberal land laws, and they went
further and gave land away, and still 1
further they established an Agricul-
tural Bank to help the people after
they had settled on the land. The
Government allowed it to be under-
stood and known throughout the length
and breadth of Australia that they were
protecting and fostering the agricultural
industry, and intended to do so until the
country could expoit produce When we
have through our markets, and the
liberal land laws, and the protective
policy of the Government, induced thou-
sands of people to settle on the soil and
throw in their lot with 'is, for no other
reason than that, we should be very
careful in accepting the Comunonwealth
Bill which will simply break faith with
these people. I intend to quote a few
figures to show lion. members what the
position of the colony was five years ago
in regard to the quantity of land taken
up, and what was the production. The
figures will show what the protective
policy of the Government has done in
developing Western Austr-alia. During
the last five Years 1,200,388 acres of land
were taken up for farming purposes. In
1894 there were 21,433 acres unider wheat,
and the total number of bushels of wheat
grown for that year was 170,351. In
1895 there were 23,241 acres under culti-
vation, and the -return was 188,077
bushels; in 1896 there were 31,000 acres
under cultivation, and the return was
243,928 bushels; in 1897 there were
38,705 acres under cultivation and the
return was 480,595 bushels; in 1898 there
were 75,031 acres under wheat, giving a
return of 870,909 bushels ; so that in five
years, owing to the action of the Govern-
ment and the markets which we have
here, the land under cultivation doubled.

Ho-?. F. WrnvCONis : More than
trebled.

How. F. T. CROWDER: Yes, more.
than trebled. Is this an industry, which
so far as we arc concerned to-dayv is in

its infancy, that any business man or any
man senithere to deal with the interests
of the colony can afford to throw to the
wall? I certainly say "~no." We in-
duced people to come here: when I say
we, the Parliament upheld the protective
policy of the Government, and we induced
the people to come here and settle on the
land. If federation is accepted, thenl I
say the people who have recently settled
on the land will have to give up farming.
I will deal further with that matter later
on. Those who have been settled on the
land for many years and have established
the farminig industry may be able to hang
on.

HoN. C. E. Dbsu:And starve.
RoN F. T. CROWDER: 1 should not

like to face the difficulties. If we go back
on our promise to thle people we have in-
duced to come here, we are deliberately
brealking faith with them. I know Mr.
Matheson will perhaps, by and by, tell
the House that my opinions in regard to
farming are addle-headed ones, and that
there is no truth in them ; and being such
an old farmer himselif, Mr. Matheson will
know better than I do. I maintain the
agricultural industry will have no chance
whatever of coinpeting with the farming
industry in the other colonies.

How. A. P. fArnnESOw: Unlless spoon1-
fed; that is your contenution.

How. F. T. CROWDER: The agri-
cultural industry in the other colonies
has been spoon-fed for 30 years.

How. C. E. DEMPSTER: And the in-
dustry would die there if it were not
spoon-fed now.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: They would
swallow the spoon if it was given to them.

How. . W, HAcKETrr: If it was silver.
HoN. F. T. CROWDER: They would

even take brass. I say it will be
impossible for our farmers to compete
with the old settlers in Victoria and South
Australia. In those colonies the fanning
conmmunity have been settled for years.
They were settled on the land when the
prices were high and under a heavy
protective duty of 8s. a bushel on wheat,
until at the present time, with their
land cleared, their machinery bought
and everything else provided they are in
aL position to take a less price and a less
profit, and to compete favouably with
Western Australia. The famers in the
other colonies have had, besides the
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protective duty of 8a. a bushel, bonuses
in kind. Over £100,000 has been spent
in Victoria, and money has been spent
in South Australia in the establish-
menmt of colleges to teach the sons of
farmers how to farm at a profit. It has
'been argued that if the farming industry
in this colony cannot produce, and cannot
live with the protection that is afforded
by the freight between this and the other
colonies, then the farmers here should give
up farming. People who make this asser-
tion know nothing about the matter, and
they do not take the trouble to inquire
into it. The freight from Victoria to
this colony is nothing at all.

How. R. G. Bu.oss: It was s. a ton
last year.

Howq. F. T. CROWDER: It costs more
to bring wheat from Katanning and other
places in the colony than it does to bring
wheat from the other colonies to .-Fre-
mantle, so that the freight as a protection
is nonsense. Passing from the agricul-
tural. industr-y of the colony, let us look
at the viticultural. This colony is specially
adapted for the growth of the vine, and
I may say that during the last five years
the area in this colony planted with vines,
under the protective policy of the Govern-
ment, has doubled, and there are now
7,000 acres of land planted with vines in
this country. We all know, especially
those who have tried it , that it is a pretty
precarious game to plant vineyards. In
the first instance it is most costly, and in
the second place it takes five years before
any return can be hoped for. In these
circumstances what chance has any grower
of vines in this colony in competition
with Victoria. We must remember that
the Victorian vineyards have been planted
for years; they have been brought to
perfection under heavy protective duties
and bonuses. At the present time, owing
to the want of fresh markets, Victoria
and New South Wales are simply deluged
with wine. At present 'you can buy wine
in Victoria and New South Wales at
from Is. to Is. 6d. per gallon. Would
anyone, considering all this, plant another
acre of ground with vines in this country?
Would anyone who is in the industry
attempt to plant another acre with the
hope of getting is. 6d. per gallon for
wine Y I do not think so. I now pass
from the agricultural and vitieoultural
industries of the colony to discuss the

question of whether Western Australia is
prepared to sacrifice its manufacturing
industries, because, to my mind, under
federation these industries will be sacri-
feced-there will be no chance of their
living. Federation, to all intents and
purposes, means the creation of large
monopolies and the wiping out of small
industries. The worst thing for Western
Australia is that these large monopolies,
when established, will not be created here
but in the other colonies. A man will
not start an industry where there are only
170,000 people to supply, when that
mnan can go to Victoria or New South
Wales and have a market of four
maillions of people, including the 170,000
people in Western Australia. We all
know that the Victorian industries have
been established under a heavy pro-
tective duty, which to all inte-nts and
purposes was prohibitive so far as the
other colonies were concerned. To give
somne idea of what those duties were, so
that when I travel further on I can show
the stupidity of thinking that Western
Australia could hope to compete with
industries built up on those lines, I will
quote a few of the leading articles, and
will go on with my argument afterwards.
On apparel the duty in Western Australia
is 15 per cent., and in Victoria 35 per
cent.; on boots. Western Australia l5
per cent., Victoria 20 per cent.; furni-
ture, Western Australia 20 per cent.,
Victoria 30 per cent.; nails, Western
Australia free, Victoria 60 per cent.;
machinery, Western Australia 5 per
cent., Victoria 25 per cent.; leather for
belting, Western Australia free, Victoria
35 per cent.; harness and saddlery, Wes-
tern Australia 15 per cent., Victoria 30
per cent. ; sugar, Western Australia free,
Victoria £,6 per ton; tea, Western Aus-
tralia free, Victoria 3d. per pound; flour,
Western Australia 80%. per ton, Victoria
112s. per ton; wheat, Western. Australia,
6d. 'per bushel, Victoria, Is. 9d, per
bushel ; still wine, Western Australia
6s. 6d. per gallon, Victoria 8s. per gallon.
Not only have these manufacturing indus-
tries been helped by this protection, but
they have had bonuses to aid them, which
have practically assisted them to pay) for
their plant and machinery. So far as the
bonuses are concerned, I may state that
the Victorian Government have paid in
bonuses for the help of those manufac-
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tines X750,000; and to show you how
cunning they are, I may mention they
placed in this Commonwealth Bill a
clause to the effect that any bonus passed
before 1889 was to stand good.

HON. A. P. MATHESON: And how
many axe there still current? Theylhave
nearly all expired.

HoN. F. T.X CROWDER: There are
bonuses to the extent of £160,000 still
unexpired. Western Australia under
this Bill is not allowed to grant auy
bonus, and yet Victoria is to be peninitted
to compete with her, and there are big
bonuses for that colony's industries.
Whichever way we look at it, it is absurd
for industries that have been built up for
30 or 40 years with heavy protective duties
and close upon one million in bonuses, to
be brought into competition with the
industries here. Mr. Matheson will say
that the industries here are small and
next to nothing, but I will tell you that
the largest manufactures in the world
have sprung out of just as small begin-
nings; as the manufactures in this colony.
The largest manufactures in the world
must have had a beginning the same as
our industries.

HON. J1. W. HACKETT: England and
America.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: I say that
our industries, small as they are, employ
at the present time 10,000 people, and we
who want population to develop our
country cannot afford to treat with a
sneer of contempt even 10,000 people.
Any man who views the matter in a
common-sense light must admit that it is
far better, in the interests of everyone
concerned in Western Australia, to feed
those people with their wives, friends,
and relations in this colony, than to
send our money out and to beepi
luxury persons in Victoria. I say,
keep the people in the country. Then
you will be told later on that the
duties imposed by the Commonwealth
Parliament will be so prohibitive that we
will find the English manufacturers
coming to Western Australia and opening
manufactures here. That assertion is per-
fectly absurd. When the Joint Select
Committee held their meetings and
examined different witnesses, the evidence
tended to show that so far as the indus-
tries now in vogue in Western Australia
were concerned, these off-shoots from

large houses in the other colonies, the
effect of federation would be that these
off-shoots now established in Western
Australia would close their doors, and the
firms would Supply from the other
colonies. That is absolutely what would
take place. -It is absurd to think for a
moment that any man, if he finds he is
losing his trade through heavy pro-
tective duties imposed by the Common-
wealth Parliament, will come to Western
Australia to supply. He will do nothing
of the sort. He will go to the centre of
trade, where there are four millions or
five millions of people to supply, knowing
full well that he can supply just as well
from there as here. Passing away from
the industries of' the colony, I come to
another point of serious momient to people
of this country. It is that not only should
we cripple some industries and ruin
others altogether, but we should be losing
what to us is of great moment, that is
the government of ourselves by ourselves,
as we think fit. There are a good many
people in this colony who have not
realised the inestimable benefit of self-
government for the simple reason that
they have not known what it is to be
without that. I was reared under respon-
sible government. Since coining to West-
ern Australia, where I have spent the
best part of my life, I have through
business connections been brougbt into
touch with the requirements of this
colony, and having lived 20 years amongst
the people in the other colonies, and
kept myself acquainted with their re-
quirements, I consider I am quite
capable of speaking as to how federa-
tion will affect this colony. When I
look back to 21 years agolI an remember
the regret I felt at having to put up with
being controlled by a Government that
was thousands of miles from this country.
Knowing the benefit of self-government., I
have always, when possible, urged upon
the people the adoption of responsible
government. It is now, I think, between
nine and ten years since this country
adopted responsible government, and now
we are trying to do away with all the
benefits for which we fought so hard. I
doubt whether, if the idea of Australian
federation had entered into the minds of
the people of the other colonies ten years
ago, when responsible government was
granted to Western Australia, they would
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have thought of asking us to come into the
federation, because only a few years
before that their love was so great for
people from the shores of Western Aus-
tralia that they did not permit them to
land unless they brought certificates of
birth and pedigree; yet bo-day they are
trying to bring us into the union. In
discussing an important matter like this
it is well to look back on the past, so that
we can estimate the benefit of living as we
do to-day. If we look back to the date
of granting responsible government to
this colony in 1889, we find that the
population in that year was 43,698,
whereas on the 31st December, 1898, it
was 168,129. The total revenue of the
colony in 1889 was £442,725, and in
December, 1898, £2,604,943; taxation per
head, 1889, £4 7s. 101,d., and inDecember,
1828, £5 l~s. 8+d. (including customs),
and during that tie we spent seven or
eight millions. In 1889 the miles of
railway that had been built numbered
188, and on 30th June, 1899, there were
1,355 miles of railway. The revenue from
the railways in 1889 was £42,834, and
for the year ending 30th June, 1899,
£1,007,165; land unader crop (cereals) in
1889, 43,786 acres, and on 31st March,
1899, 81,100 acres; land under orchard
and vineyard in 1889, 3,127 acres, and on
31st March, 1899, 6,638 acres; miles of
telegraph built in 1889, 2,961. sand in
December, 1898, 5,886; mailes of telephone
wire erected in 1889, 80, and in Decem-
ber, 1898, -2,099 miles; tonnage of ship-
ping inwards in 1889, 497,232 tons, and
in December, 1898, 1,199,894 tons.
When we consider the difference between
10 year-s ago and to-clay, and look at
such progress as this, the advancement
seems something remarkable. It reads
to anyone something like a fairy tale, and
I maintain that if the past of this colony
has been magnificent, surely we who are
acquainted with the country know that
its future prospects far outshine that.
We have only to look round for one
moment. Look at our goldfields, for
instance. Almost every day there is an
account of some fresh field being dis-
covered, and I take it that at present the
colony does not know the extent of its
goldfields. Then look at our magnificent
coalfields. There are two good coalfields,
and more will be discovered. Then look
at our tin. Not only is there a great

amount of tin at flunbury, but we have
a magnificent field in the North, and who
knows what other tinfields will be dis-
covered? Then our agricultural prospects
are as bright as they can possibly be.
There are no people at the present
moment employed in agriculture in this
colony who are living the lives of slaves,
as are people in the other colonies who
are carrying on the same industry. Our
squatting industry is thriving, and when
we take into consideration all these things
that are fairly in front of us, and that
we can grasp as to how they will affect
us, surely one may predict that in 20
years under good government this colony
will be at least equal to, if not ahead
of, any other part of -Australia. Hold-
ing this belief, shall wve, I ask, sacrifice
this country to oblivion? Shall we
give up all we now hold, and all that
the future holds in store for us, for
something, we know not what, and with-
out knowing what the effect may be ?
Shall we band over the control of this
colony to a Government 2,000 miles
awvay? That is p ractically what is pro-
posed, because very few matters will be
left for the State Government, which will
simply sink into the position of a huge
municipal council. Do hon. members for
a moment think it desirable to hand over
a bright future such as I have predicted,
to a Government whose sympathies are
not with us, amid to reach whom will take
at least six dayse It is urged that we
shiall be represented in the Federal
Government: but for -all practical pur-
poses the five representatives we send
will be as a drop of water in the sea.
In fact, it will be as one fish to the
remarkable pelican whichi'Mr. Stone told
us about the other night, when speaking
on the Fisheries Bill. I'amn quite pre-
pared to admit that for the other colonies
federation may be desirable. If what-
ever I possess in the world were in any
of the Australian colonies which have
thrown their lot in with federation, I1
might under the circiunstances be tempted
to vote for union; but we must remember
that those colonies are one body of people,
divided by so many imaginary lines which
cause no end of friction and bad feeling.
Hon. members who have travelled in the
Eastern colonies must know what it is to
be awakened in a railway train just at
break of day, when there is a frost'on the
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ground, and told to deliver up their keysmn order that the luggage may b
examined; and if that is irritating to
occasional travellers, how much more
irritating must it be to people who have
to put up with the inconvenience every
day, and who cannot pass goods
from one colony to another without the
intervention of a customs officer, or
liability to a heavy fine or imprisonment?
Those people are in close contact, their
feelings are alike, and they know each
other's wants, and onl 'y one day is
required to travel from one capital to
another. Another great point is that
those colonies are practically developed,
seeing that dnring the last 40 or 50
years they have been borrowing money in
the English market, for the purpose of
developing their railways, telephones,
telegraphs, post-offices, and other public
works, which are so advanced that very
little is required in the future. What is
more, federation will be of very great
assistance to those colonies. At the
present moment the industries, particu-
larly in Victoria and South Australia; are
actually languishing for fresh markets;
and if these markets are not obtained I
really do not know what producers there
are going to do. flow different in all
respects is Western Australia. We are
as far away from the other colonies as
New Zealand is, because we have a three
days' journey by sea, and a desert
between us. Our country is practi-,ally
undeveloped, and we shall reqnire the
whole of the revenue any Government
can possibly drawv together during the
next '20 years, to place our productions
and industries on anr equality with those
of the other colonies. Then federation,
which to the other colonies means
advancement, praoctically means, which-
ever way we look at it, ruination to
Western Australia. What position
would Western Australia occupy under
the Commonwealth, when all right to

impose duties is taken away from
us? As I stated before, we shall be
in such a position that the Government
will have to face a loss of £800,000;
aud that means we cannot possibly go on
with the development of the country. It
is absolutely necessary in the interests of
everybody concerned, if we hope to make
a nation, that this country should be
developed; because it is only by develop-

wen that we can hope to attract a large
populttion and thrive. But bow is it

possible to dream of development, with
customs revenue gone ? Is it conceivable
for a moment that the Government can
have the confidence of the money market
and be able to borrow money, with a
revenue depleted by .2300,000? Is it
possible that we shall be able to raise the
£4,500,000 now authouised, and which
must he had at any price, to complete the
works now in course of erectionF I do
not see how we are going to do it. The
works must be completed, and if the
money cannot be borrowed, the Govern-
ment will have to impose direct taxation.
We know what dii-ect taxation means in
the other coloies-it means land tax
and income tax; and would any sensible
man contend that the people of Western
Australia can bear a land tax, which
practically means a tax on people to
whom land has been given?

HON. C. A- PTEssE: No; not quite.
How. F. T. CROWDER: A land tax

would be felt by those who, besides hav-
ing been given the land, have had an
Agricultural Bank established for their
assistance; and although the tax might
not fall so heavily on those people, it
would fall particularly on the town popu-
lation, for it is in the towns that such a
tax is mostly collected. Can the people
of Perth or Fremantle bear a laind tax
on the top of the rates now paid to the
corporations ? I do not think they can.

How. R. G-. BUROES: They cannot,
either in Perth or Fremanitle.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: I do not
consider there is wealth enough in the
country to justify an income tax.

HoN. A. P. MATHIESON: YOU just
said the whole country is flourishing.

HoN.- F.- T. CROWDER: The country
may be flourishing- without having a
fortune; and if Mr. Matheson will join
the side of all sensible men, and vote
against federation for Western Australia,
I will guarantee that in ten years' time
-we shall be able to collect a large revenue
from an income tax. At the present time,
however, it is Utterly impossible to expect
the Government to be able to raise money
from that source.

RON. A. P. MATHESON : Then we are
prosperous on losses, I suppose.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: South Aus-
tralia, where every unfortunate man who
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draws £126 a year has to pay an income
tax of X5, can only raise £C125,000 a year
by this means, and £26,000 of that is
absorbed by the cost of collection. Sup-
posing for a moment that the Government
did put on a laud tax, I am afraid it
would not end there, because under the
Bill the Commonwealth Parliament have
power to levy taxes, which take precedence
of State imposts. There is an idea that
the Commonwealth Parliament's first idea
will be to levy a land Wa, as is shown by
quotations which I will read from state-
ments by two leading actuaries in Aus-
tralia. These actuaries are right in saying
that the amount of money set down as
necessary to carry on the Government of
the Commonwealth is not sufficient; and
their remarks were published, not while I
the Bill was being discussed, but prac-
tically after the Bill had gone to the
people. Mr. Coghian in 1898, after the
last Convention, wrote:

The F'ederal Parliament needs, on the basis
of five colonies, £27,800,000 to maitain its
position, and hand back to the States their
fair proportion of the federal surplus; the
federal revenue from customs and excise catn-I
not be safely taken at over £7,000,000, leaving
£800,000 to be obtained by direct taxation.
That any additional direct taxation can be
imposed, it would be absurd to suppose. In
Tasmania, Victoria, and South Australia
income taxes ru from 4d1. to Is. 4d. in the .
Land taxes exist in aUl the colonies saveI
Western Australia, and their extension for
federal purposes would be impossible. With a
revenue of £7,000,000, the portion coming to
no colony except New South Wales would
suffice for its needs, and the other States
would inevitably come to financial ruin unless
the Federal Government face the situation
and levy land, income, 'r property taxes for
federal purposes, in addition to such taxes as
already exist. It may be said that at least
Western Antiralia is safeguarded by the right
to impose duties on intercolonial produce for
fire years. With the help of these duties this
colony might make ends meet for one year;
afterwards its position would be no bettor
than that of the other three provinces. I
much regret that T cannot take a more hope-
f ul view of the financial. prospect of the Aus-
tralian union.
Mr. Richard Teece, in an article in Janu-
ary, 1898, dealing with the six colonies,
wrote:

To procure a revenue which would provide
for the admission of Western Australia to the
federation, a sum of £11,000,000 would have to
be raised from customs and excise; and the
special provision made for Western Australia
wvould only effect this result temporarily. No
such revenue could, of course, be raised, and it

is quite obvious that Western Australia must
be left out of consideration. She is not yet
ripe for federation, and she would be extremely
unwise to accept the Bill.

Besides surrendering our customs revenue,
we are called upon to give up the control
of our post and telegraph offices. We
know that now there is nothing but
growling from one end of the colony to
the other, over the Post Office Depart-
ment, but bow much more growling
would there be if we haed to wait for
replies from a Government 2,000 miles
away? Although there might be federal
officers in this colony under the Common-
wealth, if it became necessary to erect a
telegraph or telephone line, say from
Perth to Fremantle, the consent of the
Central Government would have to be
obtained, and the delay i:ould be nothing
less than irritating. Is it not better
to go on as we are to-day ? We are
practically undeveloped, so far as tele-
graphs are concerned, and as civilisation
advances there must be this means of
cornmnunication ;but under federation
our chances of development in this dire-
tion would be gone. Now when a gold-
field springs up and a post office is wanted,
a deputation waits on the Premier, who at.
once grants the request.

HON. A. P. MATHESO N: No, he does not.
HON. F. T. CROWDER: He does,

except when the applicants do not deserve
it. I do not think the Premier has ever
refused the goldfields anything, and in
return the goldfields people kick him.
Personally, I can say that whenever
people have been justified in asking for a
post office or a telegraph office, the request
has been granted; but under federation
we would have to wait for weary months,
and then, after all, might meet with a
refusal. Under the Inter-State Commis-
sion, what would be the position of
Western Australian railwaysP Would
we be able to grant differential rates ? I
say we would not; and if that be so,
we may say good-by to the Collie coal-
fields. Although that is good coal, and
there is a large field, this industry is like
all other small industries, in so far as it
requires subsidies in some form for the
first few Tears, until it is put on a firm,
basis; and the Governmen t are encourag-
ing the industry, but in a way to which I
take exception. The fact remains, how-
ever, that the Government are encouraging
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an industry which ought to be encouraged;
and if the present small concession were
taken away the Collie field :vould be
closed, and we should have the pleasure
of feeding 1,000 people in Newcastle,
New South Wales, in return for supplying
us with coal. On many sides it is con-
sidered that one of the first things the
Commonwealth Parliament will do will
be to take over the railway lines of the
various colonies. There was a long dis-
cussion at the Federal Convention in
Melbourne, in regard to this matter. If
the railways are taken over, what earthly
chance is there of Western Australia
developing? Western Australia, with
her five membhers in the House of
Representatives, cannot stop that. I have
two or three instances here which I might
quote, of members who, at the Convention,
spoke very strongly on this matter; and
everyone is agreed that one of the first
things that the C6ommonwealth Parliamhent
will do will be to take over the railways.
I think that is very possible. Mr. Hackett
will agree with me in that. The Common-
wealth Parliament may fight over this
matter; and in that fight where would our
five representatives be?

HoN. F. WHITCOMn: We Will go
down, of course.

HON. C. A. PiEssE: We will not have
any representatives there: we shall keep
away.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: The Bill
also states that wherever the laws of the
Commonwealth Parliament clash with the
laws of a State, the laws of the Common-
wealth override the laws of the State.
At present we have many laws, and just
laws too, prohibiting the importation, not
of fruit, but of diseased fruit and of dis-
eased fruit trees. It will be a very easy
thing for the Commonwealth Parliament
to override our laws and flood our market
with diseased fruit. How shocbed. Mr.
Matheson looks in regard to my statement
that the Federal Parliament would ever do
such a thing, but less likely things may,
happen than that. The other Australian
colonies at the present moment have
every disease that can be imagined
amongst their fruit and fruit trees. Our
market is short of fruit, and the other
colonies can send ais plenty. The
Commonwealth Parliament will override
our Laws; they will do away with the
prohiibition against the introduction of

fruit, and we shall get the diseases here.
The question that arises to my mind is,
are we justified in trusting our future to
the Commonwealth Parliament? Are we
satisfied that the Commonwealth Parlia-
ment is actuated by a true federal spirit
in desiring the federation of Australia?.
So far as the Federal Parliament is con-
cerned, we shall have five representatives
there; but to show you what these repre-
sentatives mean to us--

HoN. A. P. MAXTHEScN: We shall have
eleven.

HoN. F.T. CRQWDER: Weshialihave
five representatives and New South Wales
will have 26, Victoria 23, Queensland 10,
South Australia seven; Western Australia
and Tasmania five each. So that practic-
ally, although people sayr that the small
colonies will be able to combine and see
that justice is done, what chance have
Queensland, South Australia and Tas-
mania of combining. These three
colonies combined will only have one
more vote than New South Wales alone,
and 23 votes less than New South Wales
and Victoria combined.

HON. A. P. MxTHnsoN: Only in one
House.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: We have
seen the combination already when the
interests of the different States clashed,
and by the action of the other colonies we
can come to a conclusion whether we are
justified in trusting our future to them.
During the debate in Melbourne, the
delegates were quarrelling and haggling
over the" pound of flesh." New South
Wales wanted the federal capital, and
unless that colony had the federal capital
she would not join the federation. Vic-
toria gave way, but although the federal
capital is to be in New South Wales, the
Parliament will mneet in Melbourne, and
the capital will be in Melbourne until
such time as the federal capital is built;
and Victoria will stop the federal capital
being built as long as that colony possibly
can. South Australia came in for what?
That colony was frightened at the differ-
ential railway rates in New South Wales;
that New South Wales would build a
railway and take the trade from Broken
Hill. It was nothing but the Broken
Hill trade that made South Australia
agree to join the union. What is Western
Australia getting? This colony is getting
nothing except the right to tax our people
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to the extent of £800,000 to join as an
original State. The other colonies want
Westtern Australia to join, because they
know that this colony cannot interfere mn
any shape or form with the markets of
the other colonies. They- will have no
trade from Western Australia. Look
at what Victoria did in regard to the idea
of New Zealand joining the federation.
New Zealand desired to join the union,
but Victoria, said: "We are not going
to have New Zealand in the union,
as that colony will swamp our mar-
kets, and New Zealand will not take
anything from us in return, or* very
little." The other colonies want Western
Australia in the union so that they
can swamp our markets, and Western
Australia can send practically nothing to
the other colonies. Let us look at the
action of the leading men of the other
colonies in discussing the question of
federation. Look at the language they
used in regard to what they called '1 the
sandgropers' of Western Australia; "

sandgropers, inasmuch as we are not
suick fools as to join the federation and be
united. Mr. Symon had the impertinence
to come to this colony the other day and
speak in anything but polite language of
our Premier-a proceeding 1 can only
look on with utter disgust; and coining
from a gentleman in a high position,, he
ought at least to hmare had more common
sense than to come to this colony and
speak of our Premier as he did.

HON. 0. A. PrasE: They all do it.
HON. F. r. CROWDER: Both Mr.

Symnon and Mr. Gordon fought hard dit
the Convention in Melbourne against the
sliding scale, with all1 its faults and its
questionable good to Western Australia..
Then, again, look at Mr. Reid's remark
about the terrier and the kittens: " If
you put a terrier in a room," said Mr.
Reid, "with five kittens, who will get fat
first?" We, according to Mr. Reid, are
one of these unfortunate kittens, but if
we accept federation we ought to be
looked upon as an animal with big ears,
not a kitten at all. What is the action
of the other colonies in regard to the just
amendments which the Joint Select Com-
mittee have suggested in the Bill? I
said just now that even with the
amendments, I am against the colony
federating; but, to discuss this matter,
what is the position the other colonies take

up in regard to the amendments which
have been discussed by sensible business
men who see that federation under the
Bill means the wviping out of Western
AustraliaF I voted, although I did not
agree to the Bill, with them for peace and
quietness, accepting amendments. And as
the leader of this House has pointed out,
we are asking for very little-everybody
agrees upon that; in fact most people
outside were for the moment dumfdoundeci
that the Select Committee did not ask for
more. The Select Committee asked that
the Commonwealth Parliamient should
have the right to construct a railway line
through another colony to Western Aus-
traliia. Practically that moans thatt a line
should be built through South Australia
to Western Australia. As far as that
line is concerned it is nonsense: it would
not pay for .50 years, and we do not want
the railway. We ask for it, and South
Australia says, " That is just what we
want; we want a railway line." But our
experience of the "1home of churches " is
not so very nice. We want any agree-
ment of that kind in black and white.

Hlox. C. A. PiEsEF: But Kingston has
gone.

HO1N. F. T. CROWDER: There are
worse people than Mr. Kingston in South
Australia. It does not take a man with
double sight to see through what South
Australia wants. Their idea is that if
we have a railway line through their
colony the line must go to Adelaide, hut
we do not want to travel 600 miles out of
our way to get to Sydney. We want the
line to go straight across South Australia.
South Auistralia will allow us at railway
line if we go to Adelaide, bnt we want
the Commonwealth Parliament to order
a line right across their territory. Look
at the sliding scale; the Convention gave
us a sliding scale by which our industries
could stand alone at the end of five years,
so that our industries would not be hurt
by competition with the industries of
the other colonies, and that the finances
of the Government would not be in any
worse position than they axe to-day. We
want the right to collect our duties for
four and a hablf years, but the other
colonies say, "1You shall not have that."
The other colonies are using their best
endeavours in England at the present
time to try and influence the Imperial
Government not to listen to our petition

Federal League:
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that the amendments suggested be made
to the Bill. Mr. Symon said that the
people in England look with disgust on
Western Australia, and our actions. I
say that Mr. Symon is talking all mnoon-
shine, that there is not one mnan in
a. million in England who knows any-
thing about the federation of Australia.
As I gather from persons coming
from England who have spoken to me,
-the English people are pleased with the
idea that Australia is going to federate,
because they consider that under federa-
tion England will have a favoured-nation
clause, such as Canada gave; that is,
they will be able to send goods into
A ustralia on better terms than any other
nation can do. I maintain that when
they know the Commonwealth means that
there will be free-trade between the
colonies and a prohibitive tariff against
the people of Great :Britain, the people
there will have a different idea, altogether,
and I amn confident they will uphold
Western Australia in the stand this colony
is going to take in regard to the Bill. My
hon. friend, Mr. Briggs, had a good deal
to say in quoting Mr. Chamberlain, mn
order to show he was in favour of Western
A-ustralia. federating. It is easy to take
a hit like that ouit of a sentence; but I
do not think the remarks referred to
applied to Western Australia, because at
a, banquet in honour of Sir Gerard Smith,
Mr. Chamberlain, in speaking of Western
Australia, said:

We may venture to hope that this colony
(Western Australia), while profiting by the
experience of otber sell-governing communi-
ties, will not hesitate to strike out a line for.
itself, if its interests should dictate a separate
course.
I think that altogether knocks on the
head the quotations made by Mr. Briggs;
for here we have Mr. Chamberlain stating
openly that if it is found necessary for
Western Australia to stand aloof and
strike out a course of its own, Western
Australia should do so. But, practically
speaking, I maintain thiat the Bill when it
goes home to England will have to be
altered; and, if we insist upon it, our
alterations will be inserted. I hope, how-
ever, that the people of this colony
will vote against the Bill at any price.
Not only are the people in the other
colonies using their best endeavours in
every shape and form to force Western
Australia into this union, but they are

adlopting means that arfe to my mind
disreputable, in the bullying tone in
which the people of Western Australia
are referred to in leading articles and
other writings in regard to us. I consider
that all this'- bullying, all this insult
heaped upon the people of this colony
who have stood the heat and burden of
the day, and who are prepared still to bear
the beat and burden of the day and to
stand alone, points to one thing, that
being that these people want to force us
into political suicide. There is no doubt
they have in their mouth to-day a taste of
Western Australia. They know what
the market of Western Australia means.
I have travelled and heard people talking,
and I say it is not love for the people
here, it is not the federal spirit at all1, that
animates them in this desire to force us to
join the union, hut it is purely and simply
a game of greed and gain, a game in
which they -are aware we are perfectly
helpless to hold our own, a gamLie in
which they know they will, practically
speaking, dom inate the mnarket of Western
Australia,, and the whole of our gold from
our gold namiies will in a short time,
instead of being used in this colony to
feed thousands of happy and prosperous
families, be sent to keep women and
children in Victoria. One of the threats
used is that of isolation. Even at this
late hour of the night the presumption of
isolation mnakes mue laugh. Can anyone
for a moment think of isolating a colony
such as this, turning out as it does ten
millions a year, and possessing a revenue
of twVo and three-quarter millions, a: few
manes. that are now developed paying two
millions a year in dividends, whilst there
are dozens of good undeveloped in inesF
Isolate a colony such as this ! The very
idea is ridiculous. They say they will
retaliate. Fancy the hungry people in
Victoria retaliating against Western Aus-
tralia, which is sending them £2,000,000
a Year ! I maintain there is no such
thing as retaliation against Western Aus-
tralia. If we stand out of federation, we
shall go on as we have been doing all
along. The amount of money passing
from our colony to the others, and the
business done, will prohibit any idea of
retaliation. It may he that the Govern-
ments and leading men of those colonies
will preach retaliation, but will a lot of
hungry merchants study their Ministers H?
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Not likely. As long as they get the gold
from Western Australia, they will trade
with Western Australia as much as ever.
Then they say we cannot get the mail
steamers. I say "tommy rcot." If we
cannot get the mail steamers we will get
them " made in Germany":; we will have
mail steamers by the dozen; all the mail
steamers we require. Steamers will go,
without insurance, to a part of the world
which at present it is dangerous to
approach. They will do that simply for
trade, and how muchi sooner will they
come to Western Australia., with its great
harbour and the tremendous quantity of
goods they have to take away? I may
say, in conclusion, that surely none of
those actions I have mentioned point to
a federal spirit. None of the actions of
the leading men of the other colonies
point to the conclusion that we have any
right in any shape or form to ask the
people of this colony to trust-because
it is purely a matter of trust-the future
of a great country like this to a Parlia,-
ment consisting of 76 persons, of which
we have only five members.

HON. A. P. MATHESON: Eleven.
HON. F. T. CRtOWDXER: My hon.friend says we will have 11 nein hers in

the Federal Parliament. I say we have
five. We have six in the Senate, but you
must remember that it is laid down in the
Commonwealth Bill that, when it comes
to a question of division, both Chambers
will sit together and vote as one; and
where shall we be then? We might just
as well have no Senate at all.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: And it is
the samne franchise.

[low. F. r. CROWDER: Yes; cer-
tainly. They bold out another threat,
this being that if we do not come in at
the present day and join as an original
State, when wve desire to come iz we will
have to do so on our knees, crawling, at
any price they like.

Hoi;. C. E. DrMPiarsi-: Abject Slaves.
How. F. T. CROWDER: flat is

another of the nonsensical arguments put
forward by people who preach federation
at any price. To judge whether any of
the arguments they put forward have
any sense in them, let us for a moment
look at the Dominion of Canada. British
Columbia stood out from the federation
of Canada. She would not come in.

Others stood out also; but I deal only
with British Columbia. She stood out,
and when she wanted to come in she came
in on her own terms, one of them being
that the Dominion should build a, railway
costing three or four millions. She came
in on any terms she liked, and I maintain
that when we desire to come into the
union, we will come in on our own terms,
because it is utterly impossible to think
that, with the position we will have
rained in another 20 years, any federa,-
tion of the Australian colonies would
have the presumption to say, "1You can
come in second hand." Looking at the
subject with all its surroundings, I say
that in 20 years we can come in on
terms quite as good as those now offered,
if not better. In Looking round and
discussing this matter, I tred to find some
of the benefits we are to derive from
federation. My friends Mr. Matheson
and Mr. Leake have 1put several benefits
'before the people, but most of them are
sentimental.

RON. C. E. DEMP5TER: Imaginary.
HON. P. T. CROWDER: Sentiment is

all very well. If there were no sentiment
in the composition of human nature, we
should indeed be miserable people; but I
would remind hion. members that you
cannot live on sentiment any more than
you can live on climate. You must have
a Little of something to eat, as well as
sentimnent, or else you will die. We are
told that federation will be the means of
a large influx of population ;'but I cannot
understand how persons can arrive at that
conclusion, because here are we with lib~eral
land laws, a grand climate, and everything
going on splendidly, and yet the moment
the idea of federation was mooted the
influx. of population stopped dead. The
returns from the Government offices prove
that the moment it was dreamed that
federation would be adopted, the Liking
up of land for agricultural purposes was
stopped; yet we are told that directly
we federate we shall have a 'huge influx
of population. If, with all the benefits.
to be derived from coming here to-day,
people stop away, I do not see what there
is in federation to make them come. We
are told that, if we federate, one of the
benefits we shall derive is that we shall
be defended. I maintain that it is -utterly
impossible for the other colonies to defend
Western Australia, with her tremendous

Federal League:
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sea line. To do so would mean a cost of
something like ten millions of money.

Hox. F. WHITCO31BE: More than that.
HON. F. T. CROWDER: Even sup-

posing she could raise the ten millions,
there would have to be a land tax, and
the Lord knows what, and we should
have to pay our share of it. Is it not
better to stop where we are with the pro-
tection we have at present ? I cannot
think of any better protection than that
which we live under-the flag of England.

RoN. A. P. KATuEsoN: You will have
that protection then.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: What would
be the position if an enemy landed on
our shores and we had to wait until a
thousand or two soldiers could get
across the Australian Bight? And what
condition would' they be in when they
got here ? The idea of defence is ridicu-
lous. It was said that federation will
cheapen government, but I do not know
how it is going to do so in this colony.
We will have to continue the same
government as to-day. Federation nity
cheapen government in the other colonies,
where members are paid £800 a year for
-I will not say what--but at any rate
they are paid £300 a year. Here the
members of Pai-liainent are not paid, but
if we go into federated Australia we
shall immediately have to contribute
towards the cost of the Federal Parlia-
ment. For what? For ruin- It is said
-and this is the most remarkable and
ridiculous statement of the whole lot-
that there will be cheaper living in
Western Australia. That is what they
preach to the unfortunate people on the
goldfields, and I maintain that those who
preach it should be ashamred of them-
selves, because their desire is to see
estranged the people who should be
closer to us. The only way they can
stir them up is through their pockets.

BON. R. G. BURGES: Name those
doing it.

;ON F. T. CROW DER: What is the
good of telling you what you know ?

RON. R1. G. BORGES: Put it on record.
RON,. F. T. CROWDER: It is said

these people will have cheaper living, but
what are the facts ? They first of all
have to pay intercolonial duties for five
years, which means they are practically
taxed £800,000 more than any other
colony in the Australasian group, and on

top of that they will have to stand enor-
mous taxation for the Federal Parlia-
mnent. Tea, kerosene, rice, and BEl those
things which are now absolutely free, will
be taxed. The people of Western Aus-
tralia will, for a 'Year or two at least, be
taxed one and a-half times as much as
those of any of the other Australian colo-
nies, and yet we are told we are going
to get cheaper living. There may be
cheaper living for a little while after the
five years, hut, the people will have to pay
for it in another way. And where does
this cry for federation come from? Does
it come from the settled population of
the colonyP

RiON. C. A. PiEssE: They know better.
lION. F. T . CROWDER: It does not

come from the settled population, but
mostly from people who have no stake
whatever in the country. Does this
desire for federation spring from the
ignorance of ths people as to the Govern-
mnent of the colony ? Does it spring
from animosity against the present Gov-
ernment, or does it spring from ignorance
of their methods? I think it springs,
especially on the goldfields, from the
latter. I desire to lie most careful in
speaking of the population on the gold-
fields, because I maintain it is the duty
of every member in the House, and of
every person in the colony, to try by
every possible means to bring the inhabi-
taints of the goldfields into closer touch
with the residents of the coastal districts.
There is a great estrangement between

tetwo sections of the community now;
and I am sure such language as was used
by a member of this House a month or
six weeks ago will not. tend in any way
to draw the relations closer. But, in

idiscussing this matter of federation, I
must say the population on the goldfields

*have not been here long enough to look
on themselves as West Australians. They
come, a good niany' of them, from the
colony I came from, while others come
from Victoria and New South Wales, and
their synipathies lie where their faniilies
are. These men draw large wages,
which they send out of the colony, and
I know numerous persons who, with
money earned here, are clearing off
debts on their faarms or houses in the
other colonies. I know that the moment
these debts are cleared off those people
will return to their homes; and are they,
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who have no stake in the country, to be
trusted to vote on the question of federa-
tion for Western Australia ? If I were
in South Australia, New South Wales, or
any otter colony, the question of the
referendum would not trouble me in the
slightest, because I know everybody there
has a stake in the country. But when
it comes to Western Australia, we find a
huge majority of the population who, for
certain reasons which are not good, are
talking about separation, or about any-
thing but settling in the country. The)'
seem to have a terrible "'down'" on the
present Government.

Hox. 0. E. DEMIPSTER: And that after
the Government have spent millions for
their benefit.

How. F. T. CROWDER: I devoted a
lot of time trying to find out, if possib~le,
how much public money has really been
spent on the goldfields.

Hex. R. G. BunGEs: About.P4,000,O00.
How. F. 'T. CROWDER: I had not

time to go back further than 1895, but T

find that in the last four years, the Gov-
erment have spent £22,866,078 on public
works for the gotdfields. Prior to 1895
the Government were pouring gold like
water out of a bucket on the goldields,
and this £2,866,078 has been spent since,
while over and above that, £2,500,000
is being devoted to the goldfields water
supply scheme. And although the Gov-
ernment have met the slightest wish
on the goldfields, even to the detriment
of the Southern parts of the colony,
the people there to-day, in a manner
of Speaking, are foreigners to Western
Australia.

Hox. C. A. Piussn: Only a few of
them.

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: The great
majority of them. Curse the people who
are the cause of the estrangement!I They
are people who ought to be in gaol to-
night along with the alluvialists. Parsons
and others ought to be ashamed of the
position they have taken uip, in abso-
lutely stirring up strife between tme gold-
fields and the Southern districts; and if I
had my way, and could only' put a little
bacukbone into the Government, several
parsons and eight or nine justices of the
peace would be side by' side with the
alluvialists in gaol-the proper place for
such people. I would also send with the
Parsons and others, a few of the leading

editors on the goldfields, who day by day
wilfully and knowingly misrepresent every
word and action of the Govemrnnent. No
doubt the Government made mistakes
during the boom; but what business man
did not make similar mistakes ? What-
ever mistakes Sir John Forrest may have
made, T am quite prepared to overlook
them for the mnly course hie has taken
in regard to federation. He was sur-
rounded on every" side by people who
poured into his ears the desirability of
Western Australia federating, and he for
a time surrendered to the clamour ; but,
as I pointed out when addressing my con-
stituents at Albany, the day was at hand
when, having looked into the financial
position, lie would go back. Now that
the Premier has looked at the financial
lposition, he has not been afraid to acknow-
ledge his mistake, and hr his condemnna-
tion, considering his position, he has
raised himself a thousand per cent, in my
estimationm I have now only one om- two
other matters to deal with. 'The first is
the referendum, a method of voting in
which I do not believe, because, so far as
my investigations hlave gone, I find it is
albsolutely unconstitutional.

How. C. E. DEMPSTER: And an un-
necessary expenditure.

Hox. F. T1. CROWDER: In Canada
there was no referendum, nor even in
British Columbia, the representatives of
the district fighting out the question
amongst themselves; and I cannot find
any occasion when the referendum has
been used under the British constitution
in the last thousand years. It is con-
tended that the proper constitutional
course is to place the question before the
people at a general election; but while
it may he all very well to tell the other
Rouse to submit themselves and the
question to the people, while we sit down
and watch them, I regard the suggestion
as scarcely fair, Had one, moreover, which
would take time. Although I disagree
totally with Western Australia entering
the federation at any price, and although
I agree that the referendum is unconsti-
tutional, yet I am prepared to vote for
the proposition as moved by the leader
for the Government; and my reasons for
this attitude are strong enough. As a
practical man, I know that, owing to
federation hanging over the colony, busi-
ness has been seriously affezted. Banks
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refuse to make advances even to one-fifth
the value of properties, because it isI
known that if federation become accom-
plished, properties here will not be
worth anything; and if the Bill be
thrown out by this House, the unrest and
inquietude will continue, along with the
agitation by certain sections of the com-
munity, for the referendum. Let the
question be put to the people and the
Bill thrown out once for all. I absolutely
believe the Bill or Bills, whichever be
sent, will be rejected by a big majority,
because I cannot conceive, after the
disastrous effects of federation on tis
colony have been so conclusively shown,
that people are going to be such consumn-
mate asses as to ruin themselves.

HoN. C. E. DEMPSTER: Then why not
vote against the Bill nowP

How: 0. A. PIEssE: The hon. member
ought to vote for throwing out the Bill.

HON. F. T. CROWDER: It has oftn
been said that fortune knocks at a man's
door sometime during his life, and if the
haying may be applied to nations, I should
say that if ever fortune knocked at a
country's door, it is now knocking at the
door of Western Australia hard enough
for everybody to hear.

RON. A. P. MATHEsoN: And yet von
mean to shut the door.

Hon. F. T. CROWDER: Fortune is
telling us that if this colony remain out of
federation, we shall achieve development
and prosperity.

HON. C. E. DEMPSvT: Then why not
vote for throwing out the BillP

HoN. F. T. CROWDER: In the other
colonies people are farming and carrying
on business under protection, without
which they could not live; and under
mntercolonial1 free-trade only those parts of
the colonies which by nature are perfectly
and thoroughly adapted for cultivation
will be used- This practically means that
thousands of people will have to give up
their present mode of living and look for
pastures new; and where can they look
for those pastures if Western Australia
join thle union? If Western Australia,
with our wealth, magnificent markets,
and good government, stand out of
federation, people will come here by the
thousand, and help to build up the big
nation we expect here in 20 years; while
if we federate, those people must either
change their occupations or leave Australia

altogether. I have only a few more
words to say, and I do not intend to
apologise for my lengthy speech, be-
cause, as I said at the start, I con-
sider it is the duty of every man to speak
exhaustively on this question, and I
knowv that I &In not only speaking to
members of this House, but through the
House to the people. 1 can assure hon.
menmbers I have spent much time in
studying the Bill thoroughly from every
1~oint of view, and have endeavoured
honestly, but in vain, to bring myself to
approve of fedeiration; and as a member
of this House I feel my position keenly.
But my position is an honoumrble one,
arrived at only after much trouble and
most serious consideration. In this
magnificent colony we have everything
required to build up a great and flourish-
ing nation; but once we join federation,
our pledge binds us, even to the crack of
doom. This, therefore, is a most serious
question; and it is for us to consider
whether we, as a, people, shall bind future
generations for ever. For our children,
whom we all love, we are struggling to
leave ai glorious and happy inheritance;
and we must take every care that we do
not leave them a career of sorrow. So
far as Western Australia is concerned,
any one can read across the Federal Bill,
ini plain and unmistakable letters, the
word "ruin."

On motion by EON. E. MetARn-,
debate adjourned till the next day.

REGISTRATION OF FIRMS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

Received from the Legislative Assembly,
and, on motion by the COLONIAL SEC-
RETARY, read a first time.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 10-33 o'clock.

until the next da-y.

[COUNCIL.' , Reg idnyhon of Firms.


